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New Snowstorm
Carpets Area,
Schools Close

Fourth Grading Period
Honor Roll Is Released
Principal Eli Alexander has
released the honor roll for the
fourth grading period at Murray
The following
High School.
students achieved the necessary
2.5 or better average for this
academic honor.
12th Grade
Edd Adams 2.80,Ann Battle
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Darryel Paschall 2.75, John
Rayburn 2.60, Gale Rose Readel
2.80, Pat Ryan 2.60, Marilyn
Simons 2.75, Becky Terhune 2.75,
Alan Weatherly 3.0, Amy Wilson
2.50, Mary Winter 3.0,

A new snowstorm swirled into
Kentucky late Tuesday night and
early today, snarling traffic and
forcing sschools to close in
western and south central sections.
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White Crowned Sparrows apparently run. Can't say for sure
Most Sparrows hop.
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Cause For Americans
To Be Concerned
The bombing of the United States Capitol, a
building which has stood throughout the history
of this nation as a symbol of liberty and freedom,
is an act which every red-blooded American
citizen unconditionally condemns.
It is our hope that those responsible for this
despicable act will be apprehended quickly and
that they be given the stiffest penalty the law
provides in such cases.
The bomb, which caused extensive damage
in the Senate wing of the Capitol, also apparently
opened up a serious crack in the already
weakened west front of the historic structure.
Portions of the west front already are being
shored up with the use of large beams made of
wood.
'We agree with the statement oriPresident
Nixon who declared Monday morning, "This act
of violence is totally deplorable and Will be
condemned by all Americans. We condemn this
act as a senseless and wanton disregard of those
principles for which this nation is known.
The Capitol is a building that belongs to all
Americans, regardless of color, creed, or
national origin. it stands as the chief symbol of
our form of government, a government which is
committed to change and progress—but in a
peaceful and constructive manner.
In the light of tits Most recent act of
sabotage, it is our fervent hope that each
American will stop and examine his conscience
about this and other related incidents. This
nation guarantees each of its citizens certain
personal rights and freedoms which are absolute
so long as they do not infringe upon the rights of
others.
Our Senators and Congressmen are
committed to preserving those individual rights
and it is indeed a shame that they must labor to
protect those rights under the pall of such an
event.
We ask for quick action by federal
authorities and we ask that each citizen give
serious consideration to the effects of the
bombing. We ask our people to make their voices
heard—but most of all—we ask our people to be
concerned—about this nation, what it stands for,
and where we are going.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER II TIMES PILE
Army Recruit Johnnie W. Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hardin
W. Parker of Kirksey Route One, has completed a typing and
clerical course at the Armour School, Fort Knox.
In opening games of the District Basketball tournament South-Marshall over College High 60 to 35,!siorth Marshall over Murray
High 80 to 55, and Murray Douglas over Calloway High 54 to 47.
Panorama Shores, one of the newest lake front developments,
has opened on Highway 280, ten miles from Murray.
The Murray State College track team wound up in third place in
the college division of the Haycee Indoor track carnival at
Memphis, Tenn

20 Years Ago Today
•

II

LEDGER•TIMES PILE

Work is progressing on the widening of East Main Street since
•better weather has made its appearance in this area.
Curtis Wayne Doran, manager of Airlene Gas Company, has
'ereceived notice that he has been promoted to the rank of captain
Fin the Marine Corps Reserve.
In district basketball tournament play, Hardin over Kirksey 64
to 39, Lynn Grove over Benton 52 to 51. Sharpe over Calvert City 48
41, and Almo over Murray High 59 to 53.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "The Breaking Point- with
John Garfield and Patricia Neal.

Isn't It The Truth!
b% Carl Hiblet Jr.
-- -

There are millions of people with old-fashioned
ideas: those, for example, who think that women
should not wear slacks except under certain
unusual circumstances—like if they have to put
their feet on a desk
"I never

made an

mimes until
off m% pants."
—Sall% Hand

I

took
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Bolt I
Best

Polygraph to Cut 1
Employe Dishonesty?

chandise and cash.
By ROBERTA ROESCH
On the retesting some months
Centr,il Press Association
later, the percentage of repeat
Coresponde t
offenders was only three. The
MIAMI. Fla.—Employe theft
savings to the store annually
in the U.S. has reached such
the hundreds of thoustaggering proportions that re- was in
sands of dollars.
cent figures indicate employes
"In some instances polygraph
steal $8 billion a year from the
testing fosters initial hostility
firms for which they work.
's more than four times and a basic fear of the unknown
as great as the losses from rob- because of an ignorance of the
burglaries
car testing procedures and quesand
beries,
thefts," states Leonard G. Bier- tions," says Bierman.
• • •
man executive vice president
"ONLY questions one finds
of the Hallmark Corporation,
one uf the nation's leading in- on a standard employment application are asked. As a result,
ternal security firms.
As head of Hallmark's Poly- a person who knows the testing
graph Division, Bierman esti- Is company policy accepts the
mates that last year alone his need for it just as he accepts
firm brought to light over 5,000 the need for a credit check, a
instances of employe dishones- medical exam for insurance or
INDICTED — United Mine Woriars President
ty, overagmg over $1 million the punching of a time card,"
Bierman points out.
in theft per month.'
W. A. 'Tony' Boyle was indicted yesterday on charges
In fact, when a theft occurs.
"Management, however, is
of conspiracy, embezzlement, and making illegal political
often reluctant to act strongly Bierman noted, honest emcontributions from union funds. Two other UMW ofon-r.sew-•:•;.4,-)...... els vocwestemussiewasurscsousememor
enbugh against dishonesty," he ployes welcome the use of
ficials were -named' in the indictment returned by a
observed, as he cited a case in polygraph examinations to, disspecial federal grand jury in Waslington.
Which three men who had been cover the guilty and clear the
caught stealing $150,000, got innocent.
"Most employes conform to
new jobs within a week at another lumberyard only three a general pattern of honesty,"
concluded this authority. "But
miles away.
• • •
many are tempted when they
'TO PREVENT theft from see enough bad examples."
In view of this - - and the
getting' this kind of strangle
hold Bierman recommends poly- studies that back it—polygraph
WASHINGTON (U P1):
beyond the original intent.
graph testing of all employes testing as company policy could
The Navy's new look, acbegan to look almost like
before hiring and twice a year be a prime friend of busimiss.
cording to the man responWASHINGTON ( UPI ) A tund of Humphrey and to
college students. And some 'thereafter.
For this, the polyother
sible for it, has gotten out
federal grand jury Tuesday in- fund-raising
started coming to work
graph. popularly known as the
functions by both
of hand. Too many sailors
dicted President W. A. "Tony' the Democratic
"lie-detector," is used by a
wearing oil-soaked, paintand Republican
are walking. around with—spattered or tern
skilled, examiner to verify es- By United Press International
Boyle of the United Mine Workers parties.
dungalong hair, shaggy beards
sential information given in a
rees that might be fine in
Today is Wednesday, March Union on charges of emand grimy work clothes.
- an engine room but reflectpreemployment interview and to
the 62nd day of 1971 with 303 bezzlement, conspiracy and
3,
Adm. Elmo R. Zumwalt,
ed badly Qn the Navy off
keep employes honest after
unlawfully contributing $49,250 in TOURISTS DEFILE CASTLE
the chief of naval operato follow.
they are hired..
base.
Wales
tions, who brought beer to
Pre-employment testing, de- The moon is in its first union funds to political cam- HAVERFORDWEST,
the barracks and relaxed
(UPI)—Prince Charles said
paigns.
clared Bierman, can spot em- quarter.
hair and clothes rules to
ployes with seemingly desirable
A special panel investigating Monday that some people
The morning stars are Venus
make the Navy attractive
backgrounds who actually have
tangled affairs of the miners behave like "slobs" when they
Mars,
Jupiter
Mercury,.
and
to youth, his had to backc.r iminal histories, including
union charged that Boyle in visit Windsor Castle.
track.
cinvictions for frauds, thefts, The evening star is Saturn.
NOX.
gardens
the
conspiracy
at
with other UMW "When
He has issued new ornarcotics traffic and armed rob- Op this day in -history:
Army recruits lorig -have
ders telling sailors their
In '1849 ihe U. S. Department officials, embezzled $5,000 in Windsor Castle) are open, the
beries.
felt it was adding insult to
hair must look neat and
union funds and game, among amount of sweet papers (candy
"As a result this screening of Interior was created by
must not touch the collar.
injury to be charged El for
other contributions, $30,000 to wrappers) and litter left is
helps eliminate the thief, the Congress.
In addition, mutton chop
alcoholic, chronic malcontents
their first military haircut.
In 1879 Mrs. Belva Ann the presidential campaign of staggering," Charles told a
sideburns are out, beards
and ot her undesirables," he
In the "new" army, that
Lockwood
became the first Democratic nominee Hubert_ H. group of newsmen during a
must be neatly trimmed
pointed out. -It improves effivisit to Wales. "It is difficult to
Humphrey in 196&
first haircut will be free.
and those who wear work
ciency and reduces turnover and woman lawyer to practice
Charged with the 66-year old get through to people that they
Capt. Bruce L. Rhanes.
clot,ties
before the U.S. Supreme Court.
aral from duty
personnel costs by weeding out
shouldn't Iodic like they're
executive officer of the
In 931 the "Star Spangled Boyle- in IfVe411hdictment were would not like it if their
the inefficient before they begin
outfitted in duds from a
Army
Banner" was designated by an John Owens, secretary-treasu- gardens were covered with
Reception
Center
to work.
Navy surplus store.
rer of the union, and James rubbish."
here. said Ft. Knox will be
-4:Plus this, the knowledge that Act of Congress as the National
Zumwalt issued a series
Kmetz, director of the Labor's
Anthem
the
of
first
the
United
States.
of
seven
centers
a
in.
of reforms, nicknamed "Zcompany. uses polygraph tests
prey en t a many undesirables
In 1945 the desperate Ger- non-Partisan League (1,NPL), a
grams- after he took over s the country to put the new
litical arm of the UMW.
front SWSfl Writherinte
apply;." mans
in July.
t rea.notircut.,polics. Into ale
lying
n.st hem
e
rInl•e
employes are hired
If convicted, Boyle Could
.Some sailors, going tar
'screws
F
'‘
nb
gtutti
zti
z
licL
polygraph testing twice a year
Channel against Britain for the receive up to two years in
especially in - sittiations where
prispn and a $10,000 fine on
workers have easy access to first time.
each of 11 counts of violating
'ash or-merchandise -can keep
A thought for the day: the Federal Corrupt Practices
preSent employes honest.
. • •
American writer William Henry Actn and five years and $10,00(
A PERFECT example of this Hudson said: "You cannot fly on each of the conspiracy and
For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth.—Hebrews 12:6.
is Hallmark's files in the case
like an eagle with the wings of embezzlement counts.
Those who never have it hard, never have it high or deep. Hard
of a Midwest department store
The indictment noted that the
a wren."
times can be God's way of getting our attention, so He can show
for
which
the firm did an Underus
union's 1,NPI, has made politithe way.
over investigation. In this case
cal donations of approximately
the initial testing showed that
$1.5 million since 1943. This is
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Com- action put an end to the 300- 76 per cent of the employees
one of the purposes for which it
merce Secretary Maurice H. year-old U.S. whaling industry had engaged in sonic form of
was established, since federal
Stans has banned the killing of which in recent years had Wrong doing including grantlaws permit political donations ANNA CALDER MARSHAL
whales
any
fishermen declined to only one whaling ing Illegal discounts, time card
by
TIMOTHY DALTON
cheating and thefts of mera Neechl,
from nonpartisan organization
operating from U.S. ports. His firm, and that as a sideline.
established by unions for this
and lobbying purposes.
The activities of the UMW
-and Boyle, handpicked succesNEW YORK I UPI i—The late sor to the
late John L. Lewis as
J. C. Penney, founder of the
head of the 100,000-member
national chain of retail stores
union, have been under investibearing his name, left the bulk
gation since the slayings of
of his $35 million estate to his
Joseph A. Yablonski and his
and four children.
wife and daughter .in DecemThis -column of questions and answers on federal Q) How do I have taxes widow
The -tycoon's 28-page, with ber,
1969, after Yablonski's
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S. taken out of my company penthree codicils, will, was offered
sion?
abortive campaign to unseat
for probate Monday in ManhatInternal Revenue Service and is published as a public
Boyle.
. At Obtain a Form W-4P
tan Surrogates Court. Half of
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions from
The
federal
government
your local IRS office, fill
his estate went to his widow,
brought a federal suit asking
most frequently asked by taxpayers._
it out and give it to the comMrs. Caroline A. Penney.
that Boyle's re-election as union
pany paying your pension or
He left $105,000 in bequests to president
annaity. It will authorize them
be overturned and a
Q) why did I get estimated zone such as Vietnam ilo
not to withhold taxes.
19 colleges and universities,
Amounts
new election held.
tax forms? 1*“, ne.er filled out have to file a return until
IRO withheld must be at
$700,000 - to the James C.
least $5 a
one before?
Handling of the
days after they leave Vietnam.
union's
month and in whole dollar
Penney Foundation, Inc., and
pension funds also is under fire
amounts.
At Estimated tax forms
$500,000 to an organization in by
a
group
of dissident
were sent not only to everyons
Riversiden Calif., identified only
Q) Do I have to pay tax on
members in another federal
who filed a declaration of esti- the strike
as H.C.S.CM Foundation, Josep
benefits I received
court suit.
mated tax for 1970 but to from my union?
E. Freund of Short Hill, N.J.,
InD My wife has no income so
Boyle, a native of Bald Butte,
those who had a balance due
described as a "long time
A) Yes, this us taxable in- why does she ha‘e to sign our
of $40 or more when they filed'
Mont., has been UMW chief
flhancial adviser," was left since
come unless it can be shown tax return?
their 1969 returns.
1963. His salary is $50,000
$100,000 in trust.
Read the instructions that the benefits were intended as
a year. Lewis died in 1969,
A) Your wife does not have
came-.with the forms to see if ;a gift.
'most of the remaining keeping a hand in the
COLOR by .
160111ELAR
to sign the return unless you
union's
51, Ar
,
er.car, internat,ors1 Pyclu.y.
you aie required to
estiproperty was left to two sons affairs
wish to file a joint return
almost to cthe end
mated tax declaration for
which generally results in a
and two daughters, Roswell K.
although he retired as president
(4) Is larch I the filing date
1971. Disregard the forms if
lower tax liability. Income tax
Penney of Orniond Beach, in 1960.
for farmers and fishermen this
you are not.
`
returns are legal documents
Calif.; Kimball Penney of San
The $5,000 Boyle was charged
If you are required to tile, be year?
which must he signed to he
Francisco; Mrs. Mary F. with
sure to use the pre-addressed
embezzling in the one
Both
valid.
THC AT
signatures
reare
E
A I March I is the deadline
Wagley
of
Baltimore! and Mrs count was included
forms sent you. These forms for
in the
farmers, and fishermen,' quired on a joint return even
Carol P. Guyer of New York.
are identified with your name,
$49.250 he was accused of
who did not file estimated tax though Oily one had income.
address and social security
Penney died Feb. 12 at the contributing
declarations, to send in their
to the campaign
number just as they appear in
age of 95.
final returns with any tax due
IRS files.
paid in full to avoid penalties
Q) I'm a salesman and have
for underpayment of estimated to use my own car to
call on
tax. Farmers who made esti- customers. How much can
1
Q) Can I deduct the alimony mated tax payments
for 1970 deduct for this expense?
I pay to my ex-wife?
or who were not required to
.1 You may deduct either
AlYes, alimony payments make them, have until April
your actual business expenses
are deductible if you itemize 15 t _fik their 1970 returns.
or a standard rate .liaspd on
expens('s. Your ex-wife should
Ak1.1,:41A1
AIALAINI railft,A1.1A
the miles driven. The rate for
declare these payments as inThe Ultimate
come.
61) Can I deduct my Medi- 197urig 12 ceisis a mile for
ro• fi,earrst 15,000 business miles
Escape Film
Note, that child support ,ea ne _premiums?
FetitiCa
fidr
tä mile thereafter.
payments are not deductible to
premiums for
) Yes
'
t,
if you are reimyou and are not income to
insurance such as MediOnly the amount of
..Ith
your ex-wife.
carmargiultilutible if you item- the'oat in excess of your reIts
•
a
41
ize. Note that Orit-haff of your imbursement may be deducted.
health insurance pn•rniurns 1111
If Nou use the mileage rate,
C
oil 'nay' also deduct parking
Q) My son is in Vietnam; to a maximum of $150 is de•
What should I do about the ductible ‘‘ithout regard to the fe, • ;Ind tolls. Only if you use
percent of income limitation.
actUal expenses instead
tax forms you sent hint?
fa' -1;.- Unshod knots
_a
The balance shoufd be added of the mileage rate, can you
At Just ladit them for him tosour other medical expenses dcdiiet surhitiims as gas, rill,
until he returns. Nliltuars per- it hich are solijwct to the 'l per- iiii-iii•antse, repairs and
sonnel on duty in a rowbat cent of income limitation.
-
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bother hangir
finish.
lie knew w
Third.
He also kr
how the wt
come out and
win.
"There isn
about it, he's
Tommy Bolt
Nicklaus, on
that momen
minutes or
•becoming the
pion.
"1-la's pro
golfer in the
went on. The
who
won 1
tournament
electrified ev
ing a rem
in

art.& you keip countless crippled ckildre,K,
an..i adults wittsc you cor(.ribute to art.& use.
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Navy bickfratits

Federal Grand Jury
Indicts Tony Boyle

Unkempt sailors
issued new orders

The Almanac

First GI haircut
free at ft. Knox

Ailincgc4iu:Irc5C

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Open 7 pm Nitely plus

1 pm Sat. & Sun
Adm. 81.50 & 75'

Penny Estal
Is Left To
Widow / Kids

TonIte thru Tue.

Taxpayers Ask IRS

II,„t

The Power,
the passion, the terror
of Emily Bronte s immortal
story of young love.

Uludiering
"eights

Topile thru Sat.

BRIAN KEITH

S

CINECOM THEATRES
DAILY FILM GUIDE
hildren -7 '- 753-6333 Murra , K

Double Feature
Both Rated X

Doors Open 7:15

"THE
MCKENZIE

Wed.-Thur.-Fri. Mon.
Tue cont. from MO

InW

MARIE LI Li EDA1-11.
Also from Sweden
FANNY HILL

r—late Show Every Fri.-Sat. 11:30-Adults Only

colon

SUN.: "South Pacific”
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challengedhii
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certainly
more
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Nickh
On the TV
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audience Nicl
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was practical]
phase of th
Nicklaus. You
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Hogan never
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around today.
While Tom
Jack Nicklaus
with a 281 tc
shots better t
in second
284 all alone
Pretty soon
be the press
and Nicklaus
into the pr
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he didn't wan
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He had has
the sun.
His final-r
best
sonhecadad
finish was Iv(
it couldn't
$40,000 Nick
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"I'm not at
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Small College
Bolt Names Nicklaus As Final
Pascual Has Hopes Of
Basketball Ratings
Getting Spot On Twins
Best Golfer In The Game
By United Press International

NEW YORK (UPI)-AssumpCollege of
Worcester,

tion

By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
PALM

Mass., which used a combina"Did I throw as many clubs tion of determintion, hustle

BEACH

GARDENS, as they said? I don't think so.
Fla. (UPI)-Tommy Bolt didn't Am I the only guy you ever
bother hanging around for the heard of throwing a golf club? I
finish.
thought
everybody
did. I've
lie knew where he stood.
Third.
He also knew pretty
how the
whole thing

only

thrown

10 or

life."

much
would

Bolt laughed.

"I

think I got my reputation

Nicklaus, on the 17th green at the questions, thanked the
moment
and
only
20 newsmen for asking them and
minutes
or
so
away
from then walked off to the side of

that

•becoming the new PGA cham- the canvas tent.
pion.
"You looked like you enjoyed
"He's
probably
the
best being interviewed again after
golfer in the game today," he so long," someone said to him.
went on. The 52-year-old Bolt,
"I loved it," Bolt answered
won

his

regular honestly. "I'm about half _ham
tournament
10
years
ago, anyway. I love to perform."
electrified everybody by makIt was almost time now for
ing
a
remarkable
run
at Nicklaus to -.be coming in and
Nicklaus
awrodnd

in

last

Sunday's

the.PGA.

"He's

way

above

final Bolt

walked out of the tent
practically innoticed. Nobody
Arnold asked him for his autograph

Palmer," Bolt said.
You

think

so?"

a

and nobody crowded around
guy him as had been the case less

challenged him.

"I

than an hour before.

certainly do. He has won

more

major

Now

eVerybody

was

waiting

championships for superboy Jack ,Nicklaus.

thatn Palmer, hasn't he?"

Tommy

Bolt

went

and hard work to fashion its
finest season in history, today
was named the 1970-71 Small
College
Basketball
Champion

my by the United Press International Board of Coaches.
The Greyhounds, coached by

12 in

come out and who was going to because of the way I look," he
win.
said. "This old ugly face of
"There isn't much question mine makes me look like I
about it, he's a super golfer," ought to bang clubs around."
Tommy
Bolt
said
of
Jack
Bolt finished answering all

who

By BILL MADDEN
UPI Sports Writer

mean," Bolt said.

to

pitchers,

like

both

ican

„E

'ales

ing on four errors and homers
soldiers, by Willie Stargell and Al Oliver,

may fade away, but if Camilo winning out 6-4.
The
Atlanta
Pascual has his choice, it'll be
Braves'
prewith his old dub the Minnesota season pennant hopes got an
early -.shot in the arm from
Twins.
Pascual, now 37 and nearing Cecil Upshaw, the relief ace
the

end

of

his

career,

is who

said

ever to complete the and cook it."
"Grand Slam" twice.

ople

Tommy Bolt, standing 10 feet

they

away from the TV set, wasn't

that bit of

overly excited about

said

(at
the

indy

I

is
a

g

a

history in the making.
You say he's a

and

the best around today," the

same guy said to
played
would

It to

himr*-

they

I

heir
with

1

IS

super golfer

with

Ben

Bolt. "You
Hogan. How

you rate Nicklaus

with

can't rate anyone with Ben

finish

Lakers May
Lose West
To Injury
MILWAUKEE (UPI) -

O'Brien

on

learning

of

Bolt said
I've

fourth

and

Fairmont

place to fifth.

Central Division

;

Rounding out the top 10 were

Louisiana

State

of

New

Or-

leans, Ashland, Louisiana Tech,

28 44 .389
2645 .366
12 60 .167

Cleyeland
Midwest Division
W. L Pet.

Wooster and Kentucky Wesley- X-Milwaukee
an. I,SU (New Orleans) also Chicago
waited
until, the final
week Phoenix
before losing and finished with Detzoit
a 23-1 record.
X-Clinched div

GORDIE HOWE'S SON
NEW YORK (UPI -Mark
Howe, 15-year-old
son
of
Detroit's Gordie Howe, the

•

W. L. Pet.
32 .543

38

Cincinnati

"He's

ever

missed

the

to
went
Tuesday
- extended
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)
the
among
Unbeaten Marquette, boasting teams
ranked
W..L the
winning nation's top 20 and one of the
nation's longest
461
/
2 29/
1
2 streak, heads the field of 10 three unranked schools assured
46 30 independent powers accepting of an NCAA playoff spot is Notre
46 30 bids to bolster the National Dame, the only team to defeat
cham national
44/
1
2 311
/
2 Collegiate Athletic Association defending
44 32 (CAA) .971 Basketball cham- pion and top-ranked UCLA thiS

Team
Unbelievables
Strike Outs
Head Pins
White Knights

entire

Pro Standings

State, which ended as the only
undefeated
team
in
small Baltimore
college circles, moved up one Atlanta

The

the Los Angeles Lakers may have
watched. to face the National Basketball
Nicklaus is a good long driver Association playoffs in three
Hogan,"

greatest

NCAA Picks Ten To
Fill Tourney Spots

New York
Jinx Hits
Baltimore

clubhouse where he picked up
Assumption's honor. "So many
NBA Standings
On the TV set in the press his wife, Mary Lou, and his 11- things
had to fall in place. The .hfiy _United Press Internationalrag-Nicklaus could -be- seen year-old son, Tommy, Jt". who right team had to knock off the
Atlantic Division
making his five-foot birdie putt had caught a bass fishing in a other teamm This is somethin;
W. L. Pct. GB
on the 17th. Bud Palmer, doing pond near the 18th hole.
we had never even irnagined New York
47 26 .644 ...
the commentary, reminded the
"C'inon son," Tommy Bolt possible."
Philedelhhia
41 32 .562 6
audience Nicklaus was on the said, putting a big brawny arm
Southwest Louisiana climbed Boston
38 34 .528 81
/
2
verge of becoming the only around his boy. "We'll go home one spot in the final ratings to Buffalo
19 54 .260 28
golfer

Morning Juniors
Bowling League

Saturday

it was the Abramses, capitaliz-

Nicklaus on TV

ther

BOWLING
STANDINGS

1970 Channels
40 36 pionship.
'working out with the Twins in season with a finger injury. Be-Bops
Joe
O'Brien,
were
crowned
The 18 other tournament
36,
-2 39/
1
2
landing a spot on Upshaw pitched three scoreless Glory Stompers
hopes
of
champions despite a loss last
are reserved for confer34 42 berth
Manager Bill Rigney's ten-man innings in an intra-squad game Savage Four
Saturday
to Providence, the
c
c
head north.
and allowed only one hit in the Gutters
33/
1
2 42/
1
2 ence champions.
staff
that
will
top-rated major college team in
of the 10 at-large bids
Seven
must get a job some- stint.
"I
9 67
Torpedoes
New England. It was the first
where," said Pascual Tuesday, "I was very happy with the
loss of the season for the
"but I would prefer to pitch way I threw," Upshaw said
High Team Game (SC)
Greyhounds, and while it hurt
later. "My finger didn't bother Glory Stompers
again for the Twins.
549
them
some
in
the
final
began
his me at all."
Pascual, who
547
White Knights
tabulation, they still got enough
Little Fred Patek showed a Strike Outs
career 20 years ago with Calvin
494
support from the 33 coaches to
muscle
Griffith's team-then based in bit of
to
his
new
win their first national title.
Washington, is expected to ask employers, the
Kansas City
Assumption received 14 first
High Team Game MC)
the Twins' owner for a $40,000 Royals when he delivered a 390place votes and 267 points in
757
White Knights
contract which may eventually foot
homer
as
the
George
the final balloting to win easily
736
Glory Stompers
be the deciding factor in the Stricklands defeated the Harry
over Tennessee State. Tennes699
Unbelievables
veteran hurler's comeback bid. Dunlops, 11-5, in an intra squad
see State received seven first
By GARY KALE
Elsewhere, Pittsburgh cPi- game. Amos Otis contributed
place votes and 251 points to
UPI Sports Writer
High Team Series (SC)
more
homers
to
the
rates' Manager Danny Mur- two
edge past Kentucky State for
The New York jinx struck
1575
Glory Stompers
ultra-squad winning cause.
taugh staged an
the runnerup spot.
1494 Baltimore again.
White Knights
game
which
had
all
the
Kentucky State, which ended
Baltimore, needing a victory
1439
Strike Outs
makings of a "second-guesser's
its season with a 24-2 record,
to clinch the National Basketdelight." Murtaugh turned the
got five first place votes and
ball Essociation's Central DiviThere are more than 2,100
High Team Series (HC)
mangerial reigns over to a pair
249
points. But
the
season
ends of a
lakes and reservoirs in the Glory Stompers
2136 sion title, lost both
of sportwriters-Al Abrams and
ended somewhat disappointing
the
set to
National Forests of California. White Knights
2124 home-and-home
Charlie Feeney and, in the end,
for the Thorobreds, who were
Knicks. Despite the Bullets' 12Pins
2059
Head
picked to finish first in the pregame lead in their division, the
season ratings.
title clinching remains elusive.
"This is truly a great thrill,"

the

Old
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61 -11 .847
44 25 .638
43 27 .614
52 28 .600

High Ind. Game (SC)

Standings
By United Press International
East
W. L. Pct. GB
ABA

Virginia
Kentucky
New York

New

Larry Evans

209

David Copeland

170

Rita Hargrove

_

166

High Ind. Game (HC)

24 .657 ...
Larry Evans
1
2 Nancy Utterback
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Jacksonville

Mideast; 14th-ranked Houston
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)19-7) in the Midwest, and 17thranked Utah State (20-6) and
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Dick
Kentucky High School
Basketball

Balti-

clinching

for

Eastern

and went on to win the National
Invitational Tournament (NIT).
36
won
Warriors have
The

Willis

more 109-95 Tuesday night after
stopping the Bullets 110-104 on
Knicks' magic
Sunday. The
number

- But the NCAAs prize pick
Tuesday was Marquette, which
rejected an invitation last yeai

Title

By United Press International
District Tournaments

the
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dropped to four.

2nd at Padueah
Paducah St. Mary's 59 Ballard

whose Memorial 57
Shue,
Coach
Gene
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205 Bullets lost to the Knicks in
Fancey Farm 60
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2
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GB Floridians
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enough
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Nancy Utterback
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David Copeland
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Hockey
League's
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of the
game. Watch siffered possibly torn ligaments National
46th at Casey County
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Paul Holland
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23 48 .324 211/2
"If Unseld had just two more
Co. 54
Nicklaus. You'll see him leave in his right knee in a 131-118 career goal-scoring leader, has
Tuesday's Results
inches over his 6-71
/
2, he'd be Hustonville 55 Casey
been
named ,ta the 1970-71 Detroit 128 Portland 122
the
fairway
a
lotta
times. Los Angeles victory at Buffalo
The Murray Fire Department
47th at McCreary County
the
ttreateat oeuter in NBA
Junior
All-America
Hockey New York 109 Baltimore 95
rhusketball team will play the
history," said Shue. "As a -Wayne Co. 62 lititsell Co. 51
Hogan never did. Like I say Tuesday night. The Lakers play
FUND FOR BLACKS
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San Diego 111 Philadelphia 103 inmates
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of
the
though, Nicklaus is the best at Milwaukee tonight.
NEW
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UPI)-The forward, he's more the Bill
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"It felt like someone ripped a
Atlanta 128 Seattle 116
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on Thursday, promoters ot the
Bridges (Atlanta) type."
around today."
coming
Burnside 62 Eubank 54
piece of adhesive tape off my leg
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Angeles
131
Buffalo
118
noon.
4,
about
March
the
figures
Shue
didn't
have
While Tommy Bolt talked,
heavyweight title fight between
49th at Brodhead
when it happened," West said. TALBERT'S NEW JOB
Wednesday's Games
This will be a game for the Joe Frazier and Muhammad but NBA statistics show Unseld
Jack Nicklaus played, finishing
Clay Co. 70 Mount Vernon 54
NEW YORK 1UPI(-Bill Tal- Cincinnati at Baltimore
"It hurt like hell. Boy, my luck.
entertainment of the inmates.
Ali, billed as the "Fight of the scoring at a 14.5 pace an
with a 281 total that was two
50th at Williamsburg
bert, former well-known tennis Portland
Unbelievable."
vs Philadelphia
at
Champions," Tuesday donated Bridges at 12.0 and Unseld's
shots better than Billy Casper's
Lynn Camp 73 Whitley Co. 58
He was, scheduled to fly to player, was appointed Tuesday Boston
17.1
and
rebounding
average
four
full-time
college
scholar
283 in second place and Bolt's
DETR011 (UPI -The De
54th at Hazard
Los
Angeles today
and
be as chairman and tournament San Diego at Boston
troit Red Wings Tuesday traded ships to be distributed through Bridges' 15.2.
284 all alone in third.
Hazard 57 Dilce Combs 49
United Los -Angeles at Milwaukee
1971
examined
by
Dr.
Robert director of the
30-year-old
delenseman
Da I( the National Scholarship Ser- Pretty soon now there would
Kerlan,
the
Lakers
team States Open Tennis Champion- Chicago at Phoenix
In other NBA action, Detroit
and
Fund
for
Negro
Rolfe tb the New York Rangers vice
be the presentation ceremony
ships to be held Sept. 1-12 at Atlanta vs San Francisco a
physician, in the afternoon.
defeated Portland, 128-122; San
for 23-year-old center Jim Students.
and Nicklaus would be coming
Club
in
Tennis
West
Side
the
in when he feels the rookie will
The preliminary diagnosis
Oakland
The grants, to be known as Diego stopped Philadelphia, 111Krulicki and
an
undisclosed
into
the
press
tent
to
be was
provide the most scoring thrust.
made
by
Dr. Stephen Forest Hills, N.Y.
whipped
103;
Los
cAngeles
Only games scheduled)
the "Fight of the Champions"
amount of cash.
interviewed. Bolt looked as if Joyce, a Buffalo orthopedist.
Little Cal responded with seven
scholarships, are to be given to Buffalo, 131-118, and Atlanta
he didn't want to be in the way. West's injured leg was encased
of nine field goal attempts in
those young men and women trounce Seattle, 128-116.
the final period. Billy CunningHe had haa his tew flours in in a soft cast. .
who come from
the
lowest
Geoff Petrie won the scoring ham led the 76ers attack with
The
Lakers superstar, the
the sun.
economic backgrounds and who
duel with fellow rookie Bob 21, points.
His final-round 69 was the Team's leading scorer with a
corlibine the highest qualities of
Lanier, 41-38, but Dave Bing's
Los Angeles rode Gail Good27.2 average this season, was
second best of the day (Casper
athletic and scholastic ability.
34 points for Detroit was the rich's 31 points to victory, but
hurt
after
attempting
to
interhad a 68) and his third-place
victoPistons'
impetus for the
the Lakers' playoff hopes may
cept a pass in the opening half.'
finish was worth ;14,200. Maybe
ry. Lanier's point total was his be dealt a fatal, blow if turns
RAIDERS HIRE MALAVASI
BY: DON CARR
He collided with the 'Braves'
it couldn't compare with the
.0
OAKLAND ( UPII-The Oak- high in the pros.
Bob Kauffman.
out that Jerry West suffered
POP TWENTY TEAMS - FEBRUARY 211, 1971:
$40,000 Nicklaus won but ItCalvin Murphy, used as - West scored 10 on his team's
land Raiders ofthe National
torn- ligaments- in his right leg.
wasn't a bad pay day.
90.9
97.9
11
LOUISVILLE
I - U. C. L. A.
Football League Tuesday hired trouble-shooter by coach Alex West fell in a scramble for the
first 18 points and had 15 when he
12
DUQUESNE,,
- 97.0
90.8
2 - SO. CALIFORNIA
"I'm not at all disappointed" was injured.
Ray Malavasi as an assistant Hafnium, scored 18 of 27 points ball with 2:15 left in the half.
96.0
13
INDIANA
90.1
3 - KANSAS
said Tommy Bolt. -How many
Malavasi comes to the in the final period to spark San He had 15 points at the time.
coach.
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90.0
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4 - MARQUETTE
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strokes did I start the day back,
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enjoy. leader with his fourth place
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PUGET SOUND
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himself any more than Bolt did finish in Sinday's 500-mile race
13
INDIANA STATE
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3 - TENNESSEE STATE - 84.0
though when Tommy sat in Intario, Calif..
- 83.8
14
- )7.0
4 - LOUISIANA TECH
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front of the mike on the wooden
80.0
15
N. E. LOUISIANA - 76.9
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"I have never been all that
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24
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PENN STATE
PASO
EL
.8
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3
1
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12
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27
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L. A.
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4
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FORDHAM
12
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6
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Murray Firemen To Play
Basketball Game Thursday

00

Sports Ratings

Get Your Cycle Tune-Up

NOW!!

. THREE, QUALIFIED MECHANICS . . .

Watch Your Mail
for

Kroger Specials
YOUt# SAVE AT

KROGER

lohn Hodge
* Robert Houston
* Butch Harrison
v We service all makes and Models
v Largest parts stock in West Kentucky
v Loads of cycle accessories
SALES

YAMAHA

SERVICE

H&H Cycle Shop
816 Coldwater Road

PHONE 75I-8078

Murr_a_y,_ Ky
,
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Poetry Contest To
Be Sponsored By
Alpha Department

iii
Wenesday, Mares 3
Rev. R. A. Slmker will teach
the mission study book, "he
Diakonic Task", at the First
Baptist Church at seven p.m.

Miss Jeanie Sowell Becomes The- BridB.
Of Charles Thomas Yarbrough, Jr., In
Lovely Ceremony At Methodist Church

PAI:s- wow/.

WEDNESDAY—MARCH 3, 1971

Mrs J B. Burksion

s

U• ISO .4 H4-71101171

40
„mail,

MAY
The Alpha Department of the
J.:.
Murray Woman's Club has voted
sponsor a poetry writing
to
contest in the junior and senior
high schools of the city and
The Faxon Mothers Club will
county, similar to the one which
Mr. and Mrs. Billy C. King of
they sponsored last year. Awards meet at the school at 1:30 p.m.
South Haven, Miss.,announce the
for first and second place winners
birth of a baby girl, Lisa Carol,
in both school age groups will be
The Administrative Board of
weighing seven pounds six The Sunnyside Homemakers
presented at the annual awards the First United Methodist
ounces, born on Friday morning, Club met in the home of Mrs.
night held by the Woman's Club Church will have its dinner
February 26, at St. Joseph's Mickey Cherry on Thursday,
each spring.
meeting at the social hall at 6:30
February 11, with the president,
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Robert N. Scott and Mrs. p.m.
They have one son, Ron, age Mrs. Donald Thorn, presiding.
William F. Smith were named to
three. The father is employed by Mrs. Larry Watkins gave the
make arrangements for the
By Abigail Van Buren
Women of the Oaks Country
the Dover Elevating Company, devotion with scripture reading
contest, at the Alpha Department Club will have their bridge
from John 15:12-17. Mrs Cherry '7
South Haven, Miss.
meeting held Saturday, February session at the club at 9:30 a.nr.
DEAR ABBY Are you on vacation or what' I can't
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. read the minutes and gave the
believe you couldn't have thought up a better answer for the 27, at the Women's Clubhouse. For reservations call Mrs. Jim
Willis King of Memphis, Tenn., financial report.
The meeting followed the Bryan 753-8280.
person who wrote in saying "Grandma" loves to knit and
and Mr. and Mrs. Cassel Nine members answered the
crochet but she never makes anything to fit anybody and the regular monthly luncheon for
Garrison of Murray. Great roll by recalling an historical fact
colors and styles she uses are terrible, so consequently which hostesses were Mrs. J. D.
Thursday, March 4
Rayburn,
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. about George Washington and
Mrs.
G.
Mrs.
B.
Scott,
nobody wears any of her hand-knit sweaters, socks, scarves,
The Town and Country
Abraham Lincoln. Two guests,"$
Robert N. Scott, and Miss Rezina
Wilson Garrison of Murray.
etc. And Grandma wonders why.
Homemakers Club will meet at
Mrs. William Copp and Mrs.:
Abby, anybody who can knit and crochet can make things Senter. The luncheon tables were the home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt,
Linda Robertson, were
people can wear! All they need is the yarn and the patterns. centered with pots of blooming 1710 Magnolia, at 7:30 p.m.
A baby boy, Jimmy Ray, troduced by Mrs. Thorn. One new Obviously Grandma doesn't have either. So instead of begonias.
Mrs. Maurice Christopher,
weighing ten pounds, was born t member present was Mrs. Keys
complaining about the terrible things she turns out, the
The Baptist Young Women of
department chairman, presided
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wynn, McCuiston.
relatives should select their own yarn, in the colors they
the Memorial Baptist Church will
and brought annguncements
Route Two, Cottage Grove, It was announced that the
prefer, and also give Grandma a pattern. Print This!
meet at the home of Mrs. Max
from, the Executive Board of
Tenn., on Saturday. February 27, Homemakers Annual Day would
Reed.at seven p.m.
MAD IN MILWAUKEE
landscpate architect's plans for
at 5:39 p.m. at the Murray be held at the Woman's Club
House -on Friday, March 19. A
clubhouse
planting;
of
plans
to
Calloway County Hospital.
DEAR MAD: You forgot the needles.
be glad to
The Garden Department of the
give certificates to recognition
The new father is employed at luncheon will be served and a
return the one you just gave me.I Thanks for writing.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
for outstanding young people; of
the Coca-Cola Company at Paris, craft display by the various clubs
at the club house at two p.m. with
will be shown.
the
general
club
with
meeting
Tenn.
DEAR ABB', . A few months back some new people
annual reports to be held on the program by Mrs. Harold
Grandparents are Mr.and&trs. The lesson on "Blenders" was
. moved in across the street, so my husband and I went over
March 24; and of the short story Douglas. Hostesses will be
Pink Wynn of Route Two, Cottage given by Mrs. Max Dowdy. She
1 to visit them and welcome them into the neighborhood.
a
contest open to all club members. Mesdames Noel Melugin, Greg
very interesting
Grove,
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. gave
She offered us a cup of coffee, so we set down at their
Plans for a bazaar to be Miller, Eurie Warren, Kenton
Robert Ellison of Buchanan, demonstration on the uses of
table and I noticed a roach was crawling around on the table.
sponsored by the general club Miller, and R. E. Moyer.
Tenn. Mrs. Ella Ellison is a great blenders and also prepared three
My husband noticed it same time as I did but neither of us
Mr.
and
were discussed with Alpha
Mrs.
Charles
Thomas
Yarbrough,
grandmother and Mrs. Maggie delightful dishes.
Jr.
'
said anything. The lady saw it, too, as I saw her watching it,
Women of the Moose will meet
members by Mrs. Rolf King.
Ellin
so is a great great grand- Following the lesson a very
but I guess she was too embarrassed to do anything about it.
at
the Moose Lodge at 7:30 p.m.
Miss Jeanie Sowell,daughter of and Ardean Moore of Lexington, mother. They are both of Route enjoyable potluck luncheon watt
A guest at the meeting was
What do you do in a case like that? Shouldn't somebody have
Mrs. Charles Smith, recently All officers are asked to wear Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sowell of Medical School roommate of the Two, Cottage Grove, Tenn.
served.
brushed the roach off? Or killed it maybe? Or do you just sit
Benton. became the bride of bride.
moved to Murray from Eldorado, pastel formals.
Members
present,
not
there and watch it crawl all over the table? If something
Charles Thomas Yarbrough, Jr. They were attired in royal blue
previously mentioned, were Mrs.
Illinois. She was introduced by
should have been done, who should have done it?
Murray State's Symphonic of Louisville, in a candlelight velvet gowns identical to that of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald P.
Mrs. Ralph Slow.
•i
Foster George Holland, Mrs. Wayne
WONDERING
Following the business meeting Brass Choir will be presented at ceremony on Saturday afternoon, the matron of honor, and carried 814 North 19th Street, Murray, Garrison, Mrs. Keys McCuiston,
Mrs. Wayne Williams, program the Recital Hall at eight p.m. February 6, at the First United bouquets of silver tinted car- are the parents of a baby boy, Mrs. Danny Phillips, and Mrs.
DEAR WONDERING: The first person to spot the little
with Dr. Wayne Sheley as con- Methodist Church in Murray. He nations accented with royal blue Brian Scott, weighing
six pounds Van Futrell.
prestairr should have "'removed" it as inconspicuously as * chairman, introduced two Alpha
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. T. velvet streamers. They wore fourteen ounces,
members, sisters, Mrs. Mary ductor. No admission charge.
born on The next meeting will be held
apsedble.
Yarbrough, Sr. of Louisville.
Bordeaux and Msrs. P. A. Hart,
-oyal blue velvet chokers edged Saturday, February 27, at 6:05 on Thursday, March 11, at 10:30
The ceremony was performed with silver sequins.
who presented a program enp.m. at the Murray-Calloway a.m. in the home of Mrs. Donald
Friday, March 5
DEAR ABBY: You must be kidding! That sailor's
Thorn. A potluck luncheon will be
titled "This Beautiful World." The Murray-Calloway County by Rev. Samuel Dodson, Jr. A Serving as flower girl and ring County Hospital.
has to open all her son's mail in order to read it and
After a travelogue talk covering Senior Citizens Club will have a 'Program of nuptial music Was bearer were Miss Michelle and They have one daughter, Mary served.
ide what is worth sending on to him. A person would have
their recent visit to Australia and potluek luncheon at the social presented by Mrs. Richard Master Todd McConnell,children Leslie, age three. The father is
be a millionaire to send [airmail yet'] all the junk the
Farrell, organist, and Miss Tina of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Mc- employed at the
the orient by Mrs. Bordeaux, hall of the First United
Murray Water
Methodist
verage person gets these days in the line of coupons,
Connell of Louisville. Mr. Mc- and Sewer System and the
Mrs. Hart showed slides of in- Church at noon. Hosts and Candiff, vocalist'..
contests, brochures, advertisements and get-acquainted
Bride's Dress
Conneltwas a college fraternity mother is a teacher at the Am -to
teresting spots which they had hostesses are Otis Harrison, Mr.
offers
ANOTHER MOTHER
The bride, given in marriage brother\oLthe groom. Little Miss Elementary School.
visited on the tour which also and Mrs. Willie Hale, and
included soopovers in Java and Mesdames 0. C. McLemore, by her father, was attired in a McConnell wore a formal length Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kalberer of
DEAR MOTHER Who's kidding whom? It doesn't take a
Bali, Indonesia, Thailand, Norman Klapp, Gladys Hale, formal gown of white velvet red velvet gown similar to that of Hugh W. Foster of Hazel Route 1006 Olive Street, Murray, angenius to distinguish between a personal letter and an offer
Hongkong, and Japan.
One and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard nounce the birth of a baby girl,
Bertha Jones, and Carl Harrison. featuring a fitted bodice with the matron of honor.
I. iota "The Dirty Joke-et-the-month chits." The sailor
swootheart neckline and long Mrs. Sowell, mother of the Bell of Murray.
Mg. BorrieaqX stressed the
Great grand- Carolyn Jean, weighing six..
iosegited his soother's °pada'iga persona-total.
tatiered Sleeves ending in points brine, Was*atta-ed In 'two-pee mothers are
diffeiences they had found in
l'stes. Norton Foster Pounds fifteen ounces, barn 0111,
The Church W/tilen United will at the wrists. She wore the apensemble at aqua blue polyester f Hazel and Mrs. Carl Miller of Sunday, February 28, at 9114 a.m.,.
Asiatic cultures and religions, observe
World Day of Prayer at pliqued lace train that had been
DEAR ABBY: Tell K. M. of Roseburg that the purpose
shantung with pale yellow ac- Lynn Grove.
at the Murray-Calloway Count,
and closed her talk emphasizing
the St. Jonn's Episcopal Church, worn by her sister, Nancy. Her
of your column is not to instruct people op what should be
cessories. Mrs. Yarbrough,
the importance of brotherhood
Hospital.
Main
and
at
Broach,
ten
a.m.
AP
done to save our country Rather it is to help them with their
full sweeping mantilla veil was mother of the groom, wore a knit
among all peoples.
The new father is serving with
women of the community are edged in lace featuring handeveryday problems.
ensemble of light peach. Both Kelly.Ryan is the name chosen the U. S. Navy in Iceland.
invited to attend.
I agree, pollution and the war are two of the most serious
sewn seed pearls. She carried a mothers wore corsages of car- by Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Gray Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs,
Massey of 1517ki Henry Street, William Kalberer and Mrs. Mary
ca'scade bouquet of white car- nations.
ms we are facing today, but we still must meet our ,
challenges. People like K. M. who are so busy worrying
with a Serving his brother as best man Murray, for their baby girl, Adams, all of Murray. Great
Chapter M of the P.E.O. nations centered
dist doomsday that they think of nothing else make me
Sisterhood will meet at the home detachable orchid which she was Robert Yarbrough of weighing seven pounds twelve grandparents are Mrs. L. G.
I't !
of Mrs. George Hart at 7:30p.m. wore on her going-away outfit. Louisville. Groomsmen were ounces, born on Sunday, Kirkland of Millington, Tenn..
Annual reports will be given and Mrs. Nancy Harrington of Anthony __Kalnocky of Bir- February 28, at 7:51 a.m. at the and Mrs. English of Paducah.
desd
'
:If all the people who write to Dear Abby would write to
Owensboro was her sister's mingham. Alabama, high school Murray-Calloway County
officers will be elected.
Stair Congressmen instead," she rants, "we could change the
Members of the Girls in Action
matron of honor. She wore a classmate of the groom, Charles Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Gish of
and Acteens of the Elm Grove
formal gown of red velvet Jones of San Antonio, Texas, The new father is employed at Route Seven, Fox Meadows
Sunday, March 7
Oh, yeah' If every citizen who is against the war in Viet
Baptist Church met at the home
Women of the Moose will attend featuring a scooped neckline, college classmate of the groom, the Murray Division of the Court, Murray, are the parents of
Nam were to crawl to Washington on his hands and .knees it
of the Acteen leader, Mrs. Henry the Mid-Winter conference at empire waist and short cap and Steve Watson, Bob Ray, and Tappan Company.
wouldn't make one bit of difference.
a baby boy, David Weylin,
Richardson at Aurora, for a Madisonville. Transportation sleeves. The bodice
was ac- Clifford McConnell, all of Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. weighing seven pounds six
BLOOMINGTON, ILL.
4.
Watch Night service climaxing available and all members are cented in silver sequins. She Louisville and all fraternity Everett Massey and Mr. and ounces, born on Sunday,
"Focus Week" for WMU urged to attend. Contact any carried a colonial bouquet of brothers of the groom.
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, all of February 28, at 9:07 p.m. at
f:.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
the
s
organizations.
Murray.
white carnations tinted lightly
officer for a ride.
.t your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 6S700, I.os Angeles. Cal.
Reception
Murray -Calloway County
Theme for the service was
silver with red Velvet fillers and
I,111146. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
Following the. ceremony a
Hospital.
"Acteens For These Times".
Rev. James Wilkinson of streamers. At her throat she reception was held at the church. bride. The
_ envelope.
wedding cake was The new father is a student at
The girls enjoyed brain- Fulton will preach and celebrate ore a red velvet choker edged
Serving at the reception were designed and decorated
by Mrs. Murray State University.
twisters, games, and song time Holy Community at 10:30 a.m. at with wilver dequins.
Mrs. Gilbert Kahn, friend of the Tom Harrington, sister
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abby. Box 13704. Los
of the Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
using rhythm band composed of St John's Episcopal Church, Bridesmaids were Misses bride and her parents, Mrs. 0. B.
Angeles, Cal. NM, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write LetHarold Gish of Murray and Mr.
bride.
Sowell,
kitchen
endy
gadgets
and
instruments
sister
bride,
of the
Main and Broach.
Cook, aunt of the bride, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Yarbrough
); tors for All Occasions."
and Mrs. Wayne Parker of
are
the girls made. The girls later
Pamela and Kathy Cook of Kenneth King of Memphis, and
making their home in Louisville Benton.
made pizzas for a late snack.
Murray, cousins of the bride, MrS. Jimmy Lampley of Calvert
where he is a student at the
Anita Chaney read the call to
Carolyn Thompson of Benton, City, childhood friends of the
The tun handbag for spring
University of Louisville School of
prayer from Romans 12 and
high school classmate and bride, and Miss Donna Seaford,
Dentistry and she is a biology features novelty appliques, givTammy Outland read the prayer
college roommate of the bride, college soronty sister of the
teacher at Fairdale High School. ing each one an individualistic
The Calloway County High calendar with Mrs. Charles
look.
School chapter of the Future Henry leading in prayer for the
,••••••••••••••••••••••••••,\\
Members of the Murray - Teachers of America met in the missionaries. The girls presented
%%%%%•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••%%%%%• ••••••••••••••
Mrs. Raymond Carter of the
Calloway County Shrine Club band room at 8!30 o'clock in the skits for the leaders and
geld their regular meeting at the morning on Tuesday, February climaxed the party time with a Wesleyan Circle presented the
program at the general meeting
American Legion Hall on 21.
preview of Easter bonnets of the Women's
Society of
Saturday, February 27, at six- Miss Barbara Brittain called fashioned from newspapers.
Christian Service of the First
thirty o'clock in the evening.
the meeting to order and led the Mrs. Charles Henry read an
A potluck supper was served by club in the FTA pledge. Miss Interesting story and scripture United Methodist Church held on
the ladies preceding the business Janey Kelso, secretary, called reading from I Peter, and Miss Tuesday, March 2, at ten o'clock
meeting. The invocation was the roll and read the minutes of Rita Chaney presented another in the morning.
Oven by Rev. Henry McKenzie. the last meeting. Miss Laura story with scripture reading "Christian Social Concerns"
Dancing was enjoyed following Sillsagave the treasurer's report. found in St. John. Mrs. Richard- was the theme of Mrs. Carter's
Members were reminded that son concluded the Watch service program. She suggested ways
the meeting.
Those attending were Wallace the FTA banquet will be held with a presentation of -The 23rd individuals can show their
Ford. Mr. and Mrs. Freed Friday, March 19, at 7:30 tun. in Psalm", following the reading of concern for others.
Mrs.
William'
Britton,
Cotham. Mr. and Mrs. Jack the Calloway County High that Psalm by Bonnie Smith. She
president,
presided.
AnPersall, Mr and Mrs. Milton cafeteria. The price wilt be $2.50. led the girls in a closing prayer.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Norman The state FTA convention will Present for the all night watch nouncements were made of the
Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce be held April 2 and 3 in Bowling were Tammy Outland. Donna World Day of Prayer program
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. James C. Green A candy sale will be held Smith, Karen and Diane Mc- sponsored by Church Women
Williams, Mr. and Mrs Edsel in March to help members Cuiston, Bonnie Smith, Brenda United on Friday, March 5, at
Beale, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Van- acquire merits for attending the Outland, Jackie Loveridge, Anita seven p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Murray, and
vactor, Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow banquet and convention
Chancey, Willette Richardson, of the Mission Interpretation Day
Dunn, Mr 3nd Mrs. Marvin
Miss Beta Futrell read the Mrs. Charles Henry and Miss
Pierce, and Mrs. Don Robinson. devotion and Mrs Jame Sisk Rita Chaney, leaders of the Girls for the WSCS at the South Fulton
Rev. and Mrs. McKenzie were spoke on "Job Opportunities In in Action, and Mrs. Richardson. Church on Thursday, March 25,
at ten a.m.
dinner guests.
Biological Science"
Dr. Satithel R. Dodson, Jr.,
pastor of the church, urged all
,lumpy.° %Oh pro
A mai. '
members to attend the Sunday
,the tesicos actualls change'
NH ,i-ononlicarnew blowservices at the church on Sunday.
'tire of hair 'hiring Arispisii- torrh..fraturr.
a
clog-proof.
March 7, when the tenth anfi. ng. the manufacturer say, - '40 micron filter avid
a solid
niversary of moving into the new
,-. The nianulaciiircr esplaine4 hrass "Honer. The manufacMrs. Lila E. Drinkard of sanctuary will be observed. He
the *rchanirs• rohlaius turer
..-fhat
the torch will appeal
' yonslitioners anti protrin flo to qualit,.conscioils house, Murray Route One had been also announced he would conduct
;•irit,r hair_ trill:re. hod', that holders who are
dismissed from the Western a study on Psalms on the next
hair' peen' thicker jI111 high performanceinterested in Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
:'inakes
four Sunday nights in the church
e,
at
an
eco'that helps hair hold its set nomical price
parlor
Pie
torch
ie
'Niger and protein that prise'. pac.kard in a
James Et.Dakley of Murray has The meeting was closed wilt
full-uolor bus
' -stets.sanuttlinican.-_ _ .— -._.- with modem -pOp
.patient at the Western prayer. by Mrs. Britton,
am di*"
(John 11. --Brea. Inc.. oign.
Baptist Hospital. Paducah
A coffee hour preceded an
.',SS\'S '"%%%%%'••,,,,,,,,,,
S a% tie. ".1 1
,„„,,,
program
•
•
•\
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COUPON
Limit: One per family
Jumbo Roll Scott

10-oz. $i 19
jar
Good Only at Storey's

as
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ry
akers
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sday,
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ding.
e the
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lerry
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Club
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Offer Expires 3/9/71
COUPON
Limit: One per family
Giant Size

COUPON
Limit: One per family
Planters

COUPON
Limit: One per family
Soft Fleixchmann's

PEANUT
BUTTER

MARGARINE

59'

jar
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/9/71

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/9/71

1 sAv
/0 CAS
H
INGs

23

COUPON 2511$
Limit. One per family
Gold Medal —
10-lb.
bag
FLOUR
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/9/71

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Ex ires 3/9/71
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Mrs.
in- new •
Keys
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TO YOUR FAVORITE CHURCH OR
CIVIC ORGANIZATION BY SAVING
YOUR FOOD GIANT CASH-REGISTER

was
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very
was

12-oz. Pk.

not
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Southern Belle Fully Cooked

59* SLICED BACON

59'

FRESH & LEAN, CENTER CUT

WHOLE HAMS

PORK CHOPS
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79;

Hot & Ready to Eat
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VIVA
TOWELS
WITH '5' ADDITIONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO PRODUCTS
NOTE '10' PURCHASE REQUIRED TO GET BOTH
DICK GEORGE

Plain or
Self-Rising

WITH '5' ADDITIONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO
PRODUCTS. NOT1 '10" PURCHASE REQUIRED TO GET BOTH

10-Lb.
Bag
(With Coupon
at Top of Page)

k

39t

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 3/9/71

TENN. PRIDE
WHOLE HOG
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1 lb.
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Connery Still Defies "James Bond" Image
Sy ARMY ARCHERD
Centro/ Press Assoc-sr:hot'
CorrespondEnt

haunt vine rs policy holders
l'f,111t;
OOM
Their
anderinsured.
were
ames
HOLLYWOOD -(UPI) - If your home were coverage on the average
Bond" would have been proud
destroyed by fire tomorrow, amounted to only 54.2 perof Sean Connery. For, the actor,
how much do you think you'd
cost, he
like his fictional counterpart is
collect from your insurance cent of replacement
a man of decision, determination
said.
company?
and action. And, like "Bond,'
Homes must likely to be
Probably not enough to reConnery is, and has been unare those purunderinsured
among
the
you're
if
build it
swerving in his devotion to his
three and 10
between
chased
majority of homeowners in the
dedicated task- -of being an acAfter 10
said.
he
ago,
years
nited States.
tor and NOT being typed as a
coverage usumovie personality.
Why? Because inflation and Years' time, the
obviously inadequate
When Connery quit the
inattention have permitted the all% is so
homeowners finally
most
that
"Bond"-age--and don't get him
run
value of most homes to
to doing something
around
get
wrong he appreciates the milfar above and beyond the alions it has made him and thus
about it.
that
insurance
the
of
mount
made him able to afford his curVerniet cited higher wage
protects them.
rent powerful attitude—people
in the construction trades
rates
years,
acfew
past
the
"In
leave
however didn't believe he'd
increased cost of conthe
and
Majesty's
been
has
celerating inflation
the role in "On Her
materials as major
struction
3dding about six per cent anSecret Service."
home
They said he'd be back. But
nually to the cost of replacing contributors to growing
you may—or may not--recall
a home," says Walter H. replacement coats.
He said U.S. Department of
another actor by the name of
Vernier, executive vice presistatistics show that averLabor
George Lazenby play..ed the role
and
Fire
Farm
State
of
dent
and after but one romp with the
U.S. De- age union wage scales in the
Company.
Casualty
Aria
tolls
Connery
it
had
hero, Lazenby said he'd
partment of Commerce figures nation rose by the following
as well. And judging by the looking Connery. He's again rush hour), a macaroni factory'.
for example, that a home perrentages between 1965 and
show
battles with the producers, they sans hair, and in contemporary Luxor Health Club, 19th Prein 1961 for $18,000 1969: electricians, up 27.'2%
purchased
just
too agreed he'd had it with
setting. This, as opposed to his. cinct Station House, and—Alan
$25,500 to replace plumbers, up 26.7%; carpenters
cost
would
one outing in Bond clothes.
unflattering look in "The Molly' King's home in Kings Point,"
up 26.5%; roofers, up 26.4',
• • •
today, he said.
Maguires" which had him co- L.I.
"Many homeowners fail to painters, up 25.7%: bricklayers,
NOW, Connery is up to some starred with Richard Harris in.
fancy capers, but as the tough a highly dramatic if unsuccess- IN ADDITION to this film, take this into consideration up 21.4%, sad plasterers, up
ex-con "Duke Anderson" who ful ( boxoffice) film.
Connery told me between takes when it comes to protecting
rage wages increased
masterminded the million-dollar
Connery is joined in his latest on the studio stage, that he has their homes," Vernier said.
Sanders'
robbery in Lawrence
caper by Dyan Cannon who three films in the works for his "Instead, they renew their po- even more sharply in many
best-selling novel, "Anderson plays his mistress, and by Os- own company, including one
after year at the metropolitan areas over the
Tapes." In this thriller, Connery car-winner Martin Balsam, as titled -Click- which played at licies year
coverage may same four-year period, he
the
level
same
like
is, you could say, somewhat
a gay interior decorator, plus L.A.'s Music Center stage. He have been at the time they added, in some cases exceedto
"Bond"—although I hesitate
comedian Alan King as a Mafia also has a music publishing
ing $0 per cent, according to
say so to his face because he's boas who master-minds the Con- company,
some of
their
homes.
publishing
purchased
the Department of Labor.
comparinot pleased with any
nery doings.
Richard Harris' works. He and
"It's not until they have a
son of his work today to the
• • •
Harris are also talking the posloss that the gap between the
past in either concept or qualI HAVE rarely seen such en- sibility of doing "Hamlet" with insurance coverage they have Cooling it
ity.
Harris directing and playing OK and the cost of replacement for tennis
Now heading toward his 41st thusiasm on a set. It was re- lead
while Connery would porACAPULCO, Mexico (UPI)
birthday, Connery has a past flected in director Lumet bounc- tray Claudius. He also wants tc or repairs becomes apparent.,
history of real-life roles start- ing about the set, and Connery's make a movie with Dustin Hoff- And then it's very often a -Tennis fans can keep their
about
comments
strong
but
soft,
able-boding with milkman, to
cool in Acapulco this summer
pretty painful awakening."
ied seaman in the British Navy, the pleasure in playing the off- man.
Adding to the homeowner's when the new $40 million
he's
out
pointed
I
But,
role.
beat
hunare
actors
many
While
cement mixer, steel bender, liferoles ever gry for work, Connery doesn't troubles may he the fact that
guard, etc., until he became an been trying off-beat
look. have to worry about film financ- he was not adequately pro- Acapulco Hotel is opened.lt
"Bond"
the
shedding
since
actor, and "James Bond" fame
Al- ing---he covni_a bank and could tected to begin with. Many will- have-two air -conditioned
for
"Mamie"
example:
For
in "Dr. No," "From Russia With
MadFine
"A
Hitchcock,
fred
people insure only to the a- tennis courts and a grandstand
back his own film.
Love," "Goldfinger," "Thunderball," and "You Only Live ness" with Joanne Woodward, The latest "James Bond" epic, mmo: of the mortgage on prating 1,000.
"Shalako," with Brigitte Bar- "Diamonds Are Forever," is their homes in the belief that
The air conditioned courts,
Twice:*
dot, "Woman of Straw" with filming in the U.S. for the first this is all they need.
the first in Mexico, will he
• • •
housed under a series of domes
CONNERY claimed his only Gina Lollobrigida and the afore- time—with exteriors-in one of Added cost
Connery's favorite towns. Las
de-igned to blend with the
real professional satisfaction mentioned "Molly Maguires."
Improvements made since triangular Aztec motif of the
post-"Bond" was via -The Hill" In "Anderson Tapes," he vegas the loves to gamble).
in which he starred with a com- chased and was chased across Sure, he was asked again to the purchase of a home also 800-room hotel.The courts will
pletely new look—even without Manhattan Island with exterior play "James Bond." His -answer add to its replacement cost. be covered with Ifni-turf.
toupee — for director Sidney shots on Fifth Avenue, at the remains, "Never."
Vernier said, and should be
,st r
leurnet. The latter again directed Convent of the Sacred Heart, Yes, "James Bond" would taken into cOnsideration in deAuBut
have
"proud
birdbeen
of
Port
Prison,
Island
Rikers
And
Tapes."
him in "Anderson
insurance New hotel for Nice
total
termining
again it's not as the "Bond". thority Bus Terminal In the what about his hank?
NEW YORK (UN) - A
coverage.
A paneled family
room in the basement, a - 450-room hotel is being built
guests can be entertained. Also,
Real buy
roofed-over
patio, built-in it'll the Nice seafront in the
For the contents of a wine cellar
HOUSTON (UPI)
bookcases and other embel- Wrench Riviera,says Air France,
are
to
available
free
anyone
only $2.500 a day you can rent
is going up on the site 1 the
lisktments van_ add t4olisajods
Hubei Ltufht 'hod wilt havv •
at renting the suite. — _
suite
the ,penthouse
110vsli
night chili. theater and
ig ITHACA,f'si:1 (UPI)- The Houston's Astroworid
ieeent surernref
e floors of underground
'Tub tank may partially re- including the Minidome Room
vey revealed that more than
The Civil War eriried Aprit
rk ins
a small night club where 200 9. l867,
place the wire cage in labora55 per cent of the nation.tories of the future.
Cornell University researchers are using fish instead of
common experimental animals
such as mice, in studying certain diseases.
"More than any other vertebrates, fish represent a tremendous range anatomically .
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
physiologically and biochemically," a Cornell spokesman
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
said.
laborator.
as
fish
"Using
animals is especially approp
riate now," said Dr. Clyde 1
Boyer Ir.. professor of laboraMIDLAND
tory animal medicine, "because
the fish live in an environment
"T-LEVER"
- that is polluted both by water
CASSETTE
and air.
Boyer is developing a curAC-DC solid
riculum on fish diseases and
PLUS DECONGESTANT ACTION
some other researchers at the
state, capstan drive. Complete with
. Rehef of sinus congestion, colds.
veterinary college are using fire
4 "C" batteries. AC cord, remote
mouths -- small tropical fish mike, earphone, carry strap.
; to study nutritional diseases of
the horse.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY of Evil Kanevel includes this new record, pailing over 19
cars at the Ontario Motor Speedway near Los Angeles. He came down on a Tamp.

for the townhouse

Fish emerge
for research

Hoover Dam near Boulder
taly,- Nei.; is 726 feet high

oI today"; well-designed

townhouses is no longer limited
to the densly populated area
of the east and west coast
but is rapidly increasing in
every' section of the country .y
partieulart

the burgeoning

suburbs. _
Wehrty predicted that while
production of townhouses in-

creases, construction of garden-type apartments will decline.
He said the detached singlefamily house will continue in
1971 to be the nation's most
popular style of home but that
it will lose some ground to the
He predicted
townhouse.
single family homes would
make up about 45 per cent
of the new.homes built in
1971 compared to about 47
per cent in 1970.
Wehrly said during the first
100 years of U.S. history,"the
townhouse or row house was
the way most urban Americans lived."
"In every one of the cities
in
that was first settled:
Williamsburg, Boston, Charleston, Philadelphia, Baltimore',
New York then westward to
Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco,-- not living on a farmmeant living in a row house,
except for the mansions of
the rich," he said.
"The townhouses fell out
of favor when Americans
moved out to the park-like
suburbs. Land was cheap,
construction manageable,
transportation easy."
Those reasons are now
operating in reverse, he said.
land is becoming more expensive even in far.coo., roborbs. construction coati tie
soaring and the highways are
clogged with autos.
Wehrly said in addition to

WINNIE RUTH JUDD, who is shown in a 1969 photo,
should be freed from prison, the Arizona Board of
Pardons has recommend
In the. early 1930s ghe,pt
e
4

chered a couple' clf
,
friends and trunked their'.
bodies to Los Angeles.

Family Size
Regular or Mint Flavor
6 34 oz
Rog. 11.09

Alladin Vanguard

THERMOS

COLD TABLETS

RECORDER

No. 12-114. t
Rog. s47
"'r
SAL-E--

By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
new real estate consulting firm
predicts that townhouses -rows or clusters of homes with
one or two shared side walls
but individual front and back
yrrecis -- may become the moat
popular type of home in the
late 19700 and 1980s.
The firm, National Property
Outlook, predicted townhouse
production in 1971 would be
double 1970 and that by 1975
two out of every three new
houses would be of townhouse
design.
The Wasbington-based company said the townhouse is
economical to 'build than a
conventional detached home
with the same floor space and
features. It also uses less land
and, although each home has
its own yards, these is lessgrass to cut.
Max S. Wehrly, former
executive director of the Urban Land Institute, said in
the company's analysis: "Public acceptance and popularity

conserving land and building
costs, the townhouse can be
built either by conventional
methods or by acre'. &seems::
bly-line modular cdristruction.::
He said townhouses can be arranged in clusters and courtis
as well as the more traditional'
rows.
"It is eminently suited to'
'central city, the dense the.
suburban communRys setting,
and open-space plinned-unit:
developments," he said.

New Quart size.
Tough plastic
container.
No. 43C

488

SYLVANIA BLUE DOT

BATH PAC

FLASH CUBES

5 Pieces: Nail clipper.
tweezers, Toe Nail Clipper,
'Nail File, Emery Boards

Package of 3 Cubes

Cleans dust from
all surfaces. Leaves
no waxy film.

RAZOR SALE
Receive a $5.00 check from
Remington! Send sales slip and
front panel of shaver package and
Remington will send you $5.00. Get coupon and details at our store.
SALE
$ 1 449
SALE
ENCORE—Linda Kasabian.
mho "sang" on the "ALMthe Tate
F.111111% ••
Lo • .A •
It's and icecived
cou rt for an eneort.
1 are trs ing
1.iwyei ,
shake her stors•

emtngton 187
Cord/Cordial $2295
Remington Cordless
SALE
1119 Quick Charge
or Cord

'2669

s•-

4)/ 15oz. SIZE with PUMP

Vaspi
INTENIVE CARE
LOTION

for dry hands and skin

Roll of 200 feet with 50 feet FREE!
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1/4 Pork
Loin

Prices Good Thru March 9th

PURE

Ground
Beef
4

SLICED INTO CHOPS

Chuck Roast
49;

5t364 5rrt°
blytk40

lb.

lb

FIELDS

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

Chestnut
Bacon
Wieners
54;_c
49;
FIELDS

FRESH PICNIC

Pork Roast
29;

lb

lb

* FROZEN FOODS *

* PRODUCE *

SHOE STRING POTATOESFROSTY ACRES
FROSTY ACRES

FISH STICKSBANQUET
POT PIES-

AUNT EMMA

COOKIES
49,

CHOCOLATE IDEAL BARS
CHOCOLATE FIN WHEELS

12 oz.

303 Can

SAVE 20' WHEN YOU BUY A
10 OZ. Jar of
INSTANT FOLGEWS
COFFEE CRYSTALS

JELLIES

'149

29;

CRUSHED OR SUED,

No. 2 Can

14

SAVE 14
MAXWELL HOUSrCOFFEE
_LLB.
tvhitsh

65

coupon

Limit-one p•r family • Coupon expires_
41m1“...

3-9-7 1 _

35;

MOONKIST SWEETENED

Grapefruit
Juice
29;
46 oz

MORTON HOUSE

Tomato Juice Baked Beans
39;
19,
46 oz

KELLY'S

25 oz.

KLEENEX
BOUTIQUE

—
•

MARTHA WHITE DRIED

COFFEE
CORN CREAMER CHILI NAPKINS Pinto Beans
29;
2/49;
45;
15;
55;
BABY Snowdrift Palmolive
DOG
COFFEE ,
FOOD
Liquid
FOOD
79;
9;
49;
8;
lb 65,
HUNTS
16 oz.
Chocolate
TOMATO
PEP
SI or 7-UP
SAUCE
Syrup
8 oz
23;
2/25
59'
4

JOHNSON'S COUPON

18 oz

49c

HUNTS

WITH BEANS

300 Can

GERBER STRAINED

'MINT C'WON $ .6
0.11e•rt... I 40

Pineapple
35;
11 oz.

- 1
''''''''
GAIDA3t)
...,
..„•3:

•

CRACKERS
lib.

29;

10 lb.
oft

DELITED ASSORTED

12 oz.

SPECIAL PC(
WITH TINS COUPON

EACH

FLAVOR KIST

N1BLET
Whole Kernel

JOHNSON'S COUPON

104

AV ACADOS

DEL MONTE

Green Beans
19,

14

2/89;

RED POTATOES

2 11 Can

BUSH CUT

only

2/79;
5/11 00
—

15;
lb.

BANANAS-

9 oz

PEAR
HALVES
49;

36 SIZE

CELERY

8 oz

DEL MONTE

NABISCO

vs

$ 100

Chicken-Beef-Turkey

BUTTERMILK WAFFLES

7IEE.
folgers

1'2 lb.

oz

60 ct

4 lb.

TONY

42 oz.

22 01

MAXWELL HOUSE

With Coupon

15 1:

HERSHEYS

8 Pack

16 oz

Plus Bottles Or Deposit

-
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!A Need For "Feldshers'l

Commissioner Is There a Doctor's_ Assistant in Your Future?
Miller

Psychiatrist
Testifies At _
Manson Trial
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Two Brothers Attack And
Kill Their Young Brother

February 26, 1
ADUI,TS 95
NURSERY 5
NO NEWRO

(UPI)— was known as "Jesus" to his

RUBIDOUX, Calif.
are already working in several
his brother,
and
By HARRY KURSH
young men armed with a friends;
Two
permit phylaws
where
states
ANGELES I UPI)—Patri
Central Press Association
and a kitchen Robert, 19. Also taken, into
fork
delegate some medical WS
to
barbecue
sicians
Correspondent
Krenwinkel was "acutely
tasks. Other doctors who have cia
knife attacked and killed their custody was Diane Voelinger,
when examined afAYDEN, N.C. — Is there a
psychotic"
assistmedical
trained
the
seen
7-year-old brother and seriously IS, a friend who allegedly was
Don't
"feldsher" in your future?
in action are now besieging ter the Tate-LaBianca murders, wounded four other members of at the murder scene and fled
ant
be alarmed? It's not a goblin
:I Duke with requests for training and her mental illness 1nay
their family Monday in what with the suspects. She was
or voodoo curse.
pf assistants in their respective have been caused by chronic
said was a senseless booked on suspicion of the
suras
such
specialties,
A "feldsner" is the Russian
medical
' 1
defense authorities
LSD, a
use of
same charges.
pediatrics.
and
rampage.
cardiology
term for a trained medical asgery,
psychiatrist testified Monday.
Criminal complaints were to be
by J. Robert (Bob) Miller
brothers, both
sistant, not merely a nurse,
two
The
a recent newspaper story
In
.
but one who can actually lightDr. Andre R. Tweed was one wearing shoulder-length hair filed against the suspects.
Ben. Edmund Muskie was quoten a physician's treatment load.
ed as saying that there is a of a parade of psychiatrists and beards, were arrested at today.
It is based on the concept
shortage of almost
"current
of
Board
State
Kentucky
The
summoned by the defense in an the home of a friend several Sheriff's deputies laid the
that many if not most times a
00,000 physicians, 150,000 nursendorsed fully trained physician is not
Agriculture had
attempt to save Charles Man- hours after the bloody attack. suspects would not speak to
allied
es arid more than 250,000
poundage controls for burley needed to diagnose or treat ailand his three women co- Booked on one count of authorities and there was no
son
,health personnel."
gas murder and four counts of apparent motive for the attack,
the
from
ments, or even to make house
tobacco.
i He also is quoted as saying: defendants
were attempted murder were Bruce although it had overtones of
At its last meeting in Frankfort calls. The -feldsher" can do it
also---at this point chamber. The efforts
must
We
'the
the State Board gave unanimous under the physician's superviin time---make a commitment expected to concentrate on the Taylor, 23, who authorities said drug use. Because of
technique has been
the
of
conditions
serious
support to a resolution recom- sion. Thethe Russians "for at
to increase substantially the quartet's allegedly debilitating
used by
number of our paramedical per- use of LSD.
victims, deputies could not
mending that the poundage least a century." according to
sonnel. And that commitment
question them to determine how
system be adopted for burley a recent report in "Medical
Tweed said Miss Krenwinkel
must be accepted, without rethe suspects entered the home
tobacco. Legislation which would Economics."
"residual
luctance, by the entire medical still
suffered
or why.
Now, it looks as though the
allow for the change from the
profession."
illness.
mental
her
of
evidence"
good
a
has
concept
"feldsher"
Terry Lynn Taylor, 7, died of
present acreage controls to
• • •
Amer"I believe that at this
bleeding caused by
massive
poundage controls has been in- chance of catching on in
OF COURSE, -fedshers" and particular time her thinking is
ica.
multiple stab wounds. His
troduced in Congress.
"medical assistants" are "para- so distorted she believes what
"One thing is that you don't
parents, Bernine, 44, and
If a bill is approved, burley need four years of college and
medical „personnel."
she did was right and was out
Charles Taylor, 49 who had
growers will vote in a referen- four years of medical school to
The success of Duke Univerof love," he said.
lived in their ranch-style tract
sity'a program may touch off a
dum on the question of a poun- learn the skills — the routine
Stephen Joyner keeps medical records
assistant
medical
of
system
medical
y
medicine,"
revolutionar
modern
of
-passed,
tools
is
bill
no
house in this soutbern Califorhad
dage system. If
he
said
who
Tweed,
exhas
just
Dixon
Elliott
Dr.
whom
on a young patient
care in the U.S. That is why the
nia community br a dozen
and the present acreage system says Dr. Harvey Estes, chair12,000 persons for
amined. (Photo is courtesy of Th. Rockefeller Foundation).
Dethis year has been ex- examined
program
university's
;Duke
of
man
years, were in very serious
remains in effect, growers may
of drugl addiction,
partment of Community Health with only one practicing physi- though his practice has in- panded to include 40 trainees traces
at Riverside Commuface a major cut in 1971 allot- Sciences.
condition
hallucinan
as
"acid"
of
depicted
grant
a
combined
under
cent
per
50
cian, Dr. Elliott Dixon, who creased, "with that
• • •
ments.
nith
Hospital.
could
Carnegie
use
The
from
whose
$450,000
drug
ogenic
per
cent
50
a
assumed responsibility for 5,000 increase; it's still
This action has been made
A sister, Elizabeth, 16, also
THEN why can't an Ameri- to 6,000 people.
easier type of practice. I come Corporation and The Common- lead some persons to "suicidal'
necessary because the present can doctor have a "feldsher
was in very seriouS condition.
home much more relaxed, I'm wealth Fund, as well as The or homicidal urges."
It was a gruelling responsi- easier to live with. My wife is Rockefeller Foundation.
acreage plan has not kept sup- That's what Duke University's
and a third child, Margaret, 13.
bility, until §tephen Joyner
Other psychiatrists were
The present importance of
plies in line with demand. Under medical experts asked them- came along after completing as happy about Steve as I am."
was listed as fair.
other
the
for
testify
to
why, about
that's
waiting
And
"feldselves.
this handful of future
• • •
the present program, the U. S. five years ago, they began an Duke University's training pro-All the victims had been
Susan
defendants,
sumsher" has been succinctly
two women
Secretary of Agriculture must intensive program of training gram in 1968. Steve, a former
stabbed and slashed numerous
LEGALLY, Steve can carry marized in the words of a Rocke- Atkins and Leslie Van Houten.
declare a cut whenever the stocks skilled assistants for physicians. Air Force medical corpsman, out orders ranging fro* diag- feller Foundation spokesman:
times," a sheriffs spokesman
was understood that Manson, MY LAI CHARGE -- Col.
on hand exceed a 2.8 years The program, supported in part became Dr. Dixon's medical as- nostic procedures to actual "In a medical system as over- It
said..
seven
the
of
Oran K. Henderson
Foundation sistant over a year ago. "The treatment of patients because strained and archaic as our accused mastermind
Rockefeller
supply. Reports show that b y
Margaret told authorities
in August, 1969, has (above) is next to face
people have accepted him alpresent stocks are in excess of a funds, provides two year's of Most 100 per cent," says Dr. he is under the "direct super- present one - - where doctors murders
before she was taken to the
Lai
My
"basic life sciexamined.
the
over
be
the
to
in
charges
refused
physician."
training
a
of
vision
ng
struggle under overwhelmi
three years supply.
hospital that Brute 'started
ences, laboratory and diagnostic Dixon. "Steve does Virtually
However, the problem of pro- caseloads, patients wait for
!"he three women defendants massacre in South Viet- acting crazy and began stabBurley growers have been techniques, medical administra- everything I do,'although I suand
with
comfield
clinics,
hours in offices ape
viding American doctors
admitted at the trial that they nam. He was
offered an acreage-poundage tion" and clinical medicine.
pervise."
trained "feldshers" is not easy. hundreds of thousands of people had taken I.SD on numerous mander there at the time bing us' in the predawn hours.
plau in two previous referen• • •
It is open to qualified high
"He went mad, He went
at
ns
the
system
have no access to
There are legal complicatio
occasions and indicated they and now is accused of atdums. Although a majority of school graduates, particularly
of liability, fbr negligence and all—the physician's assistant
stabbing, stabbing everycrazy
,
'
the
up
cover
.to
tempting
DixDr.
that
ONE result l
taken it the nights of
Kentucky's growers favored the those who might have had some
malpractice. But Duke Univer- may be the beginning of an an- rfiay have
body,- she said.
mass killings.
on's practice has increased by
in
experience
corpsman
medical
murders.
the
becritical
most
swer to one of the
sity, reviewing its program,
plan, they failed to win the
"about 50 per cent." Even more
armed forces.
the legal answers, and demanding problems of our
necessary two-thirds majority in the
it easier lieves it has
Typical of the "feldsher" con- important, it -has made
model
time."
to assume the too, and is preparing
the burley belt.
cept working successfully thus for Dr. Dixon
legislation" to be presented soon
The importance of burley far can be found in this small awesome responsibility for the to the North Carolina legisla- Thus, if the Russians take
credit for the "invention" of
tobacco to Kentucky's economy "corn-and-tobacco community" day-to-day battle of health care ture
this system, this is one time
is so well-known that it need not of North Carolina. About two of thousands.
Meanwhile, Duke's "feldshers" you'd better believe it!
puts it, even
Dixon
Dr.
As
was
left
this
town
ago,
years
to
need
does
What
be cited here.
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be emphasized is that the present
the quote and picture from the
program is in trouble—serious p
holders of the copyright on
trouble. A change must be made Pan
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NEWBORN
Baby Girl
Sandra Kalbere
Murray, Baby e
Sara Massey)
Murray, Baby
Connie Gish),
Meadows Trail
DISM
Mrs. Marjori
12th, Murray, M
813 N. 19th, M
Ferguson and .4
Hazel, Allen COncord, Mrs.
and Baby Boy,'
Novella Hurt,
Tenn., J. D.
Puryear, Tenn.,
Rt. 1, Dexter,
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NEWBORN
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Boy, Route 2,
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March 4 thru 13

and Baby Boy,
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Wall Street
Chatter

A penny buys
a newspaper
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Watch Your Mail
for

Kroger Specials
YOU'LL SAVE AT

KROGER
401111111111V

A stock market slump will hit
this year, financial consultant
Eliot Janeway warns, noting
that "danger signals are flying
high" with bond yields rising
and bidding money away from
the stock market. He says
"money-users doing best in. 1971
will he those staying out of the
atm* market, and I advise
them to stay, out until 1973."
Janeway add: "The Smartest
financial game will he played
by those taking advantage of
low interest rates and borrowma as niuch as they can for as
Ione a they ran

Co,' •

NO DRIP

DR1PLESSI

[Lot

7

LATEX WALL PAINT
.
I

2 Gallons
$500

We know of no other paint at this price
that will flow on as well, stay as washable,
or look as good, as long. Dries in_20 minutes,
tools wash up in water, and it's dripless. Comes
in a selection of contemporary colors for every room.

Reg. 14.99
Gallon

COOK HONO
Cotton, 89, s
Houston tells
been named

Visit Roses Paint Department For
All Your Painting Needs
*
*
*
*
i may
LOOKS DELICIOUS? 'a
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drill, magnified by
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Girl, Route 4,'
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Drive, Murra
Route 1, Murray
412 South 8th
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Graville Pierso
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Rollers & Trays
Brushes
Thinner
Brush Cleaner

TVS'$

*
*
*
*
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fi 14.t
octf)(

a-ccriakbook h
San Diego, C

Step Ladders
Drop Cloths
Antiquing Kits
Masking Tape

MURRA
MU'

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER HIGHWAY 641 N — MURRAY, KY
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NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Marcia Smith, Route 7,
Box D-4, Murray, Mrs. Louise
Suiter, Route 7, Box 258,
Mayfield, Mrs. Odessa McKinney, Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
Geraldine Lawrence and Baby
Girl, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn Phillips and Baby Boy,
Route 4, Benton, Mrs. Sarah
Oliver, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Josephine Darnell, 1406 Johnson
Blvd. Murray, Greely Burnett,
Box 96, Hazel, Master Brien
Hoover, Route 2, Mayfield, Bryon
Woodruff, Cadiz, Master Kirk
Veazey, 1900 Sherrie Lane,
Murray, Clyde McMullin, 208
Spruce, Murray, Melvin Smith,
1620 Catalina Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Murdock„ Route 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Bessie Thomas,
I.inville.

February 28, 1971
ADULTS 97
NURSERY 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Kalberer (Mrs.
Sandra Kalbereri, 1006 Olive St.,
Murray, Baby Girl Massey ( Mrs.
Sara Massey),.. ,1517',2 Henry,
Murray, Baby tioy Gish (Mrs.
Connie Gish), Rt. 7 E-8 Fox
Meadows Trailer Cl., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Marjorie Cook, 212 N.
12th, Murray, Mrs. Mabel Bailey,
813 N. 19th, Murray, Mrs. Joy
Ferguson and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Allen -McCuiston, New
Concord, Mrs. Rachel Jackson
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Novella Hurt. Rt. 3, Puryear,
Tenn., J. D. Brandon, Rt. 3,
Ruyear, Tenn., Joseph Duncan,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Eleanor
'Wallace (expired).

CHILI with BEANS
3/89c
15-oz. can

February 27, 1971
ADULTS 88
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Laura Wynn and Baby
Boy, Route 2, Cottage Grove,
Tennessee, Mrs. Lashlee Foster
and Baby Boy, 814 North 19th
Street, Murray.

Blue Bonnet

DISMISSALS
W. C. Ragsdale, Route 6,
Murray, Lloyd Jacks, Route 8,
Box 56. Murray, Mrs. Verda
Happy, 1622 Loch Lond, Murray,
Mrs. Shelia Rowlett and Baby
Girl, Route 4, F'uryear, T enn.,
Miss Judy Henson, Route 7,
Benton, Mrs. Jewel Parks, Ellis
Drive, Murray, Jack Hixon,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Octa Curd,
412 South 8th Street, Murray,
Mrs. Ida Hicks, Route 6, Murray,
Mrs. Canine Moore, Kuttawa,
Graville Pierson, Center Ridge,
Route 6, Murray, Miss Alta Lamb
(expired), Route 2, Farmington.

Husky Hound

DOG FOOD
25-lb. bag

"•
$1

FRENCH FRIES GARDEN DELIGHT
FRUIT PIES FROSTY ACRES Peach-Apple- Cherry 20-oz. 296
FISH STICKS FROSTY SEAS
A-OZ. pkg. 39'
CHOPPED SPINACH FROSTY ACRES
10=oz. pkg. 2/29'
CHOPPED TURNIP GREENS FROSTY ACRES j0-oz. pkg. 2/29c
U.S. Choice Beef

U.S. Choice Beef BONELESS

SHOULDER
ROAST
lb. 67;

POT
ROAST
lb. 77c

Krey Pure Pork

Krey Pork

• SAUSAGE
lb. 39;

Lean Meaty Beef

SHORT RIBS
49'

BRAINS
1-1b. cup

PUREX

294

,IBLEACH
29t

FLAVORITE BRAND

COOK HONORED - 0. W.
Cotton, 89. smiles as Kathi
Houston tells him he has
been named an honorary
member of the Internir-,
tional Society of Girlwatchers for commenting
favorably on miniskirts in
a_cookbook he published in
San Diego, Calif., in 1968.

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

753-8119

Gallon

SLICED
HILBERG STEAK
2-oz. BEEF STEAK
2-oz. BREADED VEAL STEAK
"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY
tucoted in Downtown
Shopping Cenfer
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

Give lots of thought
to second home buy

to size, type of community
(for example, variety of recreation offered); location within
the community (a scenic water or hilltop view site often
will run higher than an in-thewoods site).
Prices of homesites,
Donaldson said, may run from
$3,500 to $7,500 or more,
with an average price range of,
perhaps, $6,000 to $15,000.
"One caution," admonished
Donaldson. "Never buy-rhomesite without seeing and
standing on it. mike sure it's
what you want. Too many
people have been disappointed
buying land by mail."
Usually,
--Payment*.
Donaldson said, you can pay
approximately 10 per cent
down and take eight to 10
years for payment of the balance. That means on, say,
a 97,000 homesite, you may
pay 1700 down.
-Camping grounds. It's
good news in an era of tight
money that a number of communities provide free camp
grounds with laundry, shower,
toilet and playground equipment. The homesite buyer s
family in such communities
can use the campgrounds plus
all the recreation facilities, before he builds his house.
Finally, Donaldson urged,
"always check before 7ou sign
on the dotted line.' If a
community appeals to you,
then check with the experts
on such things as ecology and
engineering: Also check with
people who've bought homesites in the community, with
people in the nearby town.

Ilion of trees, too, should be
a must, even to the extent of
NEW YORK (UPI) - T
roads and other facisecond home is an acee ed planning spare especially fine
to
lities
ay,
fact of American life
and with it the recreation com- old trees.
munity.
Good sewage
It is estimated IKere may be
It is important that a comas many as 3000 recreation munity have the right sewage
communes.6 the mainland system for the type of soil
United States, Hawaii and the and the density of housing.
Caribbean; and the number
It is essential, too, that
keeps growing as families, lakes and ponds be pure and
weary of urban and suburban that there be a safe, sure supcrowding and pressures, seek ply of pure drinking water,
aibit of "God's country" for and -that provision be made to
themselves.
assure that these will remain
- When you rent a place for pure.
the summer, a poor choice
Roads should at least equal,
can spoil a vacation, but you if not rairpass, county standcan chalk it up to experience; ards. If they are really good,.
the financial lots is limited they will last for years, imand there is always next year. portant if the second home
Purchasing a second home, eventually becomes a retireor a vacation homesite, is a ment home. Also, values go
matter. It's a ques- down where roads are poor.
tion that calls for considerable
-Recreation. "We've bethought.
come a water-oriented sothe
of
Sam R. Donaldson,
Donaldson remarked.
Recreation Communities ciety,"
desire
Group of Boise Cascade Corp., "Today many people
a leader in the recreation com- a recreation community with
natural or man-made lakes and
munity field, offers some
ponds for boating, swimming,
pidelines to help a family
ehooae the most suitable
water-skiing and fishing. But
homesite for its needs and
many families want much
pocketbook:
more. Check to be sure the
- -Location. "Take a long, facilities offered satisfy all
"
members of your familv.'
hard look at this," he &dDonaldson recalled one
aises:. "Easy accessibility is
family whose members made
important. Usually it's dea specific check list and toured
sirable to locate in a comvarious developments until
munity within three hours'
drive of your primary home." they found these features in
It's a-rod idea, Donaldson
one I,300-acre community: a
230-acre man-made lake plus
suggests, to study locations of
and roads to recreation areas
other smaller lakes and ponds;
within, say, a 150-mile range
pierne pavillions; marina; clubof your home. Then spend
house with dance deck; tennis
weekends exploring. Get the
courts; 18-hole golf course:
feel of traffic at various hours,
riding stables and miles of
note road conditions, check
horse, hiking and biking trails.
By ROBERT MUSEL
On local shopping and health
The homesite owner's fimily - LONDON (UPI) - Man does
above
the
llacilities.
is entitled to use all
not live by bread alone but the'
-Climate. "Why buy profacilities for approximately ancient F:gyptians tried and as
$200 per year.
r'' if you're not sold on the
a result suffered violent toothweather?" "Sometimes,
--Housing. "Better com- ache and the frustration of
Donaldson said, "a 24-hour
munities encourage property gumming their food in corn/oat _to a locality .piay give
owners to choose a style of paritiie Oath.
architecture that will not deJou a good idea 11r the cliThere is no chance with
mate. it location that is quite
tract from the atmosphere of moder`h refining ipethods_of
the community," Donaldsonl this happening to teeth solely
hot during your mid-day innoted. Over the years, he said. because of bread today . 'rhe
spection, may have cool and
this helps increaseproperty bread of the ancient Egyptians
energizing mornings and evenvalues as weU as the surround was so contaminated with grit
ings, with nights great for
sleeping."
ings in which you live. He and minerals that eating it' was
checking whether
--Ecology. The leas indus,grinding teeth- doiwni witb
0.64.+14
iit
and automobile traffic in
abrasives.
standassociation and what its
area, the better chance of
Ever since the discovery of
ards are for building and main- • x-rays mienti.us have been inclear air. Adequate grass or
tenance.
a reseeding program helps to
the
iii penetratiiig
-Homesites. These usually irerr'strd
cut down on dog particles
of mummies
"1“4.414f) lundis
severalacre
to
114
from
cause
vary
in the air which can
acres- Coats vary according M search of, _ant ropologic and
smog, to say nothing of housemedical information. The study
11teeping problems. Preservaof mummy teeth was reported
to the Royal Phoutraphic
weatereal spri7
Society by F.F. Leek. an
Archbishop member
7- NEW YOR (UPI) - One of Board of Trade
archaeologist who used to be a
'IA the most striking fashion
LONDON (UPI) - The dentist.
combinations for spring and
Leek said science had been
puts sleeveless V- Archbishop of Canterbury has mystified by the poor teeth of
• TT1 MCI
the members of
throated. sweaters over long, been among
the mummies: of inuople over
Britain's Board of Trade since 25
till-sleeved blouses. New York
esoecially sinteathey had no
1786.
in
reconstituted
was
it
.de.igner Norman Norell is an
refined sugar arid the teeth of
a
made
was
Archbishop
The
mummies were
'expert on doing this combinebecause part of the younger
excellent. But it was
-lion, showing. for instance, a member
fnrmj
to
was
responsibility
the Egyptians ate
red ribbed knit over white Board's
suitable clerics for also known
blouse with slim navy skirt. recommend
-great quantities or bread
colonial
as
o
appointment
dd a wide belt and you're
the historian Ilerodotus called
138ready for any style parade.
them _._"the bread eaten:7 and that soldiers were given a
ration of four pounds of bread
.a day.
Once they suspected bread
might _by implicated the
scientists. Leeli said% pit !Teri,
ments•of fossil bread 3,0011 to
5,000 years old and bad them
_analyzed by the Department
of Mineralogy at the -Briti,.- 1
Museum.
This showed a high degree
of contamination by inorganic
material such as fragments of
the stones used to grind flour.
Leek said radiographic study
showed jaw aborsees which
must have ltd to painful bone
disease in the mummies, lie
said he became interested in
mummy teeth in 1968- when
he found that the teeth of
Tutankhamen were atrelidy
showing signs or-riear and he
was only 18 when he died.

ey DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
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Look Sis, What's
1 in the Paper
Allimaimmarammui4

PAGE E1,E1 F.

We

I

opirmansmill-w

Egyptians
of old ate
hard bread

44

alai=IliMEI Mill%
Keep Up with the News about 11
Shopping and Savings, Too...

•

•

You'll see by the paper what's new, what's go-

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
$ 1 75
Boiled Shrimp
Tuesday thru Thursday, March 2-4

Taptai,tt's
1Kitrilrtt

whole family. finds entertainment-and information. What's more, your newspaper is your

641 North

753-4141

KELLY'S
WITH BEA

marketplace, where advertising competition
thrives, and you discover how to get best values

F

from your shopping dollars.

MILK

FLO

Berlin bargain
NEW YORK (UPI) -Visitors
to West Berlin can get a coupon
book (the "Bummelpass") that
I crammed with discounts and
freebies, says the Berlin Tourist Mike.
Availablr through travel
agents,the Bummelpars entitles
holders to free drinks in numerous restaurants, pubs and
dubs,reductions on sightseeing
tours, theater tickets, concerts
and sporting events,concessions
on ear rentals . . . and even an
introduction to a Berlin family.
Paragnsy ••• imlonlaintn
bilingual. peaking
largely
S1rain,11 and (;narani: all 'Indian ilialeet.

4,

ing on, what's to do. In your newspaper, your

Regular 52"

SHRIMP
SPECIAL

gr-4,

12N„,

"t7="

l

6.

gfIrS
it
l

NEWSPAPERS...
THE INDEPENDENT
MEDIUM

MOUTH

ems.'

lhows.rrv-,
s

MII:I.1,

C-1

I he 11111g.lr i- :nine
ihr,111011,111 Ili. '.1.jr jilt! PfiR
1,11' ill 11i.
10111 lir II 11111 III the.

i

•

•••1,

1I

LIBE
?MRLiber

a

EGGS

With this
purchase (T
%dna Void

%(,1- 1-.1

I.E.DGER & TIMES

1111-

G
LIQUID BLEACH

CLOROX

Half Gal.

-tx

'
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

LARD
BEANS

With Coupon

MEAL TIME

BACON

49

lb.

4/$1

COcKTAIL

_

,B scui

10 16-oz.
car, 99'

DOG FOOD
firjkloAte

BALLARD
S
and
PILLSBURY

2 61
/
2-oz. cans

2

8-0z.

WHOLE

REELFOOT SMOKED 6 to 8 lb.

PICNICS

39- 1

lb.

Slab
Whole or Half Slab
Old Fashion Large

BACON
BOLOGNA

R

CartS

JOHNSON

2-1b. bag

S
•

ELM HILL

No. 303
Cans

Cass

FRESH
GROUND 49IP
lb.

1-1b. pkg.

FIRST
CENTER
CUTS
MIXED
lb5
9i

Rolls

SSU
BOUNTY PAPER

PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING

TOWELS

umbo
RJ
ju

39' CRISCO

Detergent
SACRAMENTO TOMATO

JUICE

46-oz. Cans

U.S. PRIME SIRLOIN

3-1b. can

t

-Leader
I FLOUR
Best

3/$1 Scot 's

75

10-lb. bag

99'

Fresh Sliced _ ER
BEEF
Boston Butt

$119

U.S. PRIME ONELESSS RUMP OR Boneless

DR NKs
CHILITISSUE

59'

Fresh

FRESH SLICED PORK

it.

3 lbs. or More

I II
3 $1 OLEO
28-oz.$
Bottles

KLEENEX FACIAL

lb

A
Style

Ams

COCA- COLAS

lb

U.S. PRIME - First Cut-

lb

5-lb. bag

1
lb 49

1.1V
PORK ROAST

STEAK
49'
Tip Roast ,b $119 Chuck Roast,49'
PORK CUTLETS
69'
‘
59,
E
STEAK
SAUSAGE
39‘
+b

MIRACLE WHITE
NO PHOSPHATES
NON-POLLUTING
Giant Pkg.

RSMOKEDO
E E I.FO T
7,
.
4
Shank Portion
Butt Portion

11):59/

lb.

- ROYAL SCOTT QUARTER

20p0kgCt.

41C5a-nosz. $1 SAUCE
P•e
,,,
,
Fruit
a ,,.
HUNT'S TOMATO

8

8-Oz
$1

M

ILK

JUICE
3/49t ORANGE 3
5 Lbs. $1

PET EVAPORATED

KELLY'S
WITH BEANS

SEALD SWEET

Tall Can

12- oz. $1
ns

KITCHEN TREAT

FOR
;
4
Cherry epalceh87
App
BANANAS

FLouR

$

MILK MAID

Bubble Club

69 BUBBLE BATH

PotatoCh*,

39c
2/45c

12-oz. pkg

25-lb. Bag 1

Lrg, boxes
LI

TWIN

_

pizzAs

69$

Plain or
Sausage ea.

GOOEN RIPE
4:P
lb.

Reelfoot Skinless
12-oz. pkg. 49'
Trade Winds Breaded

FISH STICKS

TY

*._ SCOPE
,
.

•

12-oz Bottle

LIBERTY COUPON IMP@
Liberty Grade 'A' Lge.
Doz. 19'
EGGS
' With this couponand '5 add.
purchase (Tob& dairy prod. exc
L Ride Void After Mar 10

79t

Teenie Weenie

39'

4St
9
;
rawb
2
erri
es- 9

PEAS (Small) No. 303 cans 4/$1
ERs Flavor-Kist
lb. box 39c

L POW LIBERTY COUPON rell L
Miss Liberty Sliced
BACON
lb. 19'
With this coupon & '5add pur
(Tob. 8, dairyprod. exc.)
I. kmtVoid After Mar. It)

8-oz. Pkg.

FRESH

Twin
MOUTHWASH

L IIPRLIBERTY COUP Nvioe

;AVE 20'
I
with
this
coupon on
.0

the
*purchase of.10-lb. bag
1,
Gold Medal FLOUR L sbe Void After Mar 10

'

396

DELTA

BATHROOM

•Iric
lb. ,
3

CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
lb. 59'
WHOLE LEGS
lb. 494
THIGHS
lb. 55'
LEGS
lb. 49'
WINGS
lb. 23'
BACKS & NECKS
lb. 15'
Fresh LIVER lb. 89, Fresh GIZZARDS lb. 39'

Ii
l )E I C

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYtt-5

25;

Reeffoot

AMBII

e

lb.

CORN . Pork Sausage89
89
t
35Wie9
ners
•
1 4 12
4 35; /
oric Lo n

SACRAMENTO

lb.

U.S. INSPECTED

FRYERS

. Strongheart

294
lb. 196

JOWL
Fresh
NECK BONES

24-Oz.

No. 303 cans

lb.19 1

Smoked

01. 59,
WESSON.
SACRAMENTO FRUIT

Murray, Kentucky

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED, RINDLESS

D.1191 BACON
596
594

&
. . Li

4

.441grikve*:

'
-'er

Southside Shopping Center

4-lb ctn.
Quick Cook Dried Great Northern 4orlbPinbtaog

0

*

•

-----

st

Reelfoot

39$

WEDNESDAY—MARCH 3. 1971

.

Open from 8 a.m. till 12 p.m.
7 Days A Week for Your
Shopping Convenience.
WE REDEEM U.S. GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
AT LIBERTY, WE OFFER ONLY U.S. PRIME BEEF
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps... Double Tues. and Wed.
LIBERTY
GRAWDothE '
C'A"p LARGE

'.It ithAy, KENTUCKY

Pint

LE ucE
ICEBERG

t

25

large
Head

Medium YtIlow

CABBAGE Fresh Green

LIBERTY COUPON CRIV'It
Charmin Bathroom

L iffeLIBERTY COUPON Mew L
Liquid SWAN 22-oz. bot.29`
With This Coupon
No Purchase Necessary!
Void After Marf 15411110a-

ONIONS

.

TISSUE

4 rolls351

4;

3lbs. 25'
lb 8'

LiviIBERTY COUPONN.

CHERRIES
35,
1w2-0i

With This Coupon
With This Cdupon.
No Purchase Necessary!
1-14tifilliVoid After Mar:15.
alum'1- L ssaVoid Atte, Mar 10
AIIIIIIIIINIMMINIIIMIIIIIIIIF

.
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'Spruce GooseP Has
Year To Find Home

•

25 Million Americans Kept
Teaching Leadership Dynamics For Women in Defense Department Files ,._
Meet Marcia Gay-

BIRTH STIRS ALARM

TEL AVIV UPL-A womai
gave birth to a boy on Tel
a
Aviv's busy Dizengoff Boole LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI) yard today.
The 'mysterious "Spruce
Goose," Howard Hughes' eight- The siren of the ambulance
engine wooden flying boat called to assist her, along with
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
"To
to
the
bottom
of
get
the
which has been under heavy two sonic booms, frightened alt
IOESCH
It011etTA
By
Department said
problems we sit at a horseshoe Defense
guard and locked in a hangar many passersby into thinking
Central Press Association
keeps
it
index
Tuesday
cards in
table, while one woman at a
Correspondent
under attack.
since 1947, has one year to, the eity
__ was
25
files on
time goes into the center, called its
million
The
premises.
the
vacate
SAN RAFAEL, Calif.
'The Pit.' We tell each woman, Americans-one eighth of the
decade of the Seventies may
The Long Beach Harbor Police calmed the nervous
'All we are going to ask of each total U. S. population.
C. .
mark the introduction of dydecided Monday pedestrians
the
Commission
took
and
about yourtruth
the
is
you
of
The department said the
namic "Supersaleswomen"
If you do not tell us the
from develop- woman and baby to a hospital,
self.
income
the
that
Figures)
Census
1970
(Final
motivated
alert, alive, highly
cards
computerized
contained
truth we will force you to tell
mg the waterfront site as a where both were reported in
1570 Chg. since 1961
women whose earnings (Wom1970
the truth and force you to pertinent information on people,
Rank
water berth would be good condition.
deep
1988
Population
en's Lib, notwithstanding) may
Rank
name,
sex and
such as their
see it.'
the $100-a-day rent
give men a race for their money
than
more
1
1.1
+
7,867,760
.
.
York
New
.
-Through this approach we place of birth as well as the
in selling or allied fields.
2
paid by Hughes.
S...,3,366,957 - 5.2
. Chicago
are able to draw out major filing number of a dossier
The above is a strong possi3
+ 13.6
2,816,061
The propeller-driven plane
. Los Angeles
problems and put them in front containing additional informability, according to Marcia Gay
4
1,948,609 - 2.7
Philadelphia
of our students. One woman,
.
of laminated birch
constructed
tion.
-an alert, alive, highly motiBy Belch & tion•en
for example, who was plagued
. Detroit
was towed into the hangar in
5
,
1,511.482 - ?•5
keeps
alone
The
vated woman- -who is training
with stuttering, had never un+1.4
1,232,802
. Houston
it on
piloted
Hughes
after
1947
'
3
director of an electrifying
personality
dossiers on
covered the reason for it. As she 7,138,181
6
905,759 - 3.5
. Baltimore
its only test flight. It has never
course called Leadership Dytalked about a tragic past, we aliens,
liens, present and former
14
+ 24.2
- 844.401
S. Dallas
namics for Women.
been seen by the public since.
were able to help her pull out employes of industrial security
9
- 1.0
756,510
.
Washington
....
Her program, similar to-yet
The current lease on the
a cause and look ahead to a contractors, persons "consi8
14,3
(750,903
Cleveland
10.
different from - encounter and
positive solution.
property runs out Sept. 3. With
26
+ 56.3
744,624
Indianapolis
constitute a threat to
11.
to
dered
outan
is
groups,
sensitivity
"We have never failed to iman automatic 180 day extension,
11
717,099 - 3.3
12. Milwaukee
and defense" and past
growth of a training program
prove and build a person in security
3.3
12
that
means the plane must be
715,674
Francisco
San
13.
Ben
husband,
military
personnel.
former
and
her
for men which
some way," Marcia said proud18 off the land by March 3, 1972.
+ 21.6
696,769
14. San Diego, Calif.
Gay, president of a cosmetics
Assistant Defense Secretary
ly.
17
+ 11.3
654,153
15. San Antonio, Texas
firm, originated. Both Gays
Robert F. Froehlke disclosed
• • •
13
- 8.1
641,071
If. Boston
. . .„
have their own special qualificatestimony
before
in
figures
the
The United States declared
22
+ 25.3
THE MOST common hang623,530
17. Memphis
Birthday of
tions for leading people toward
Bights
Constitutional
Senate
on Germany Dec. 1 I.
the
war
ups,
to
10
according
Marcia,
are:
17.0
622,236
themselves.
Louis
IS. St.
developing
ALEXANDER GRAHAM
subcommittee.
1941.
are
feel
"Women
they
stagnat15
5.4
593,471
19. New Orleans
Marcia, who was seemingly
*
BELL
ing and rotting mentally."
He acknowledged that files
, •.
29
+ 32.4
581,562
20. Phoenix
born with a rare sense of in1847- 1922
-They
can't
cope
with
their
well
known
on
were kept
539,677
+ 14.8
21. Columbus, Ohio
sight for this, has been inter28
the
estimate
-Scientists
American Scientist
marriage and home." "They political figures such as Sen.
19
- 4.7
530,831
ested in self-development for all
22. Seattle
mineral content of the Great
have so little confidence in
Invented the Telephone
61
+163.1
528,865
of her youthful life. After workStevenson III, D-111., but
23. Jacksonville, Fla.
Adlai
Salt Lake and its shoreline
themselves they feel they can't
16
ing her way through nurses'
520,117 - 13.9
24. Pittsburgh
isworth 990 billion.
do what they'd like to do." announced that steps were
training, she has spent her time,
23
4.2
+
514,678
Denver
25.
-They're afraid to attempt being taken to strictly limit the
since her marriage to Ben, shar27
6.6
-(507,087
Mo.
26, Kansas City,
goals they want to reach and practice and place it under
ing his interest in business. Ben,
24
+ 2.0
496,973
27. Atlanta
so they build blocks instead."
civilian control.
who began as a novice in cos20
- 13.1
462,768
Buffalo,
N.Y
28.
By facing the hang-ups that
Froehlke said the wdefense
metics only a few years ago,
739.
21
452,524 - 10.0
2 Cincinnati
frighten them, the women who Central Index of Investigation,
progressed to his role as presi+162.1
447,877
30, Nashville
go through Leadership Dynam- established in 1965, served as
dent with almost unbelievable
57
+118.3
445,779.
31. San Jose, Calif.
ics are making the blocks
speed.
the central index for counter- Q. Minneapolis
25
434,400 - 10.0
,.
they've built crumble. They're
• • •
and criminal invesBut- in Liechtenstein
34
+ 10.4
393,476
33, Fort Worth
unlocking the -supersaies- intelligence
"AS I saw Ban's stlecess
39
-, 20.7
383,818
34. Toledo, Ohio,,
women" door by selling them- tigative files of the defense
you still can't vote
training men in the company I
v•
32
- 2.7
382,619
or whatever - as they department.
35. Portland. Ore.
selves
decided to teach a similar
30,
5.6
382,417 finish their so-called trial-by36. Newark
VADUZ, L I E C H TEN- sored the proposal, all three
"The CH contains about 25
Leadershiup Dynamics course
37
+ 13.0
366,481
fire and return to their homes million index cards on persona37. Oklahoma City
STEIN (UPI): The balloting political parties backed it,
for women," Marcia said.
33
jobs.
or
1.6
361,561
Calif.
38.
Oakland,
was heavy and the outcome and all three newspapers
on
cards
lities and 760,000
"My original thought was to
-there still is only- -including the weekty-- - •
7-5
--3.1.------tgese,--but
361,421.the
Probably
most
39._
descriptive
Louisville.
EY--,
give a course to women on our
ganization, and incidents," he
Marcia Say, rowdy is eonop e a n country urged the nation's men to .
r
35
u
E
4.2
one
+
358,633
now
example
or
Calif.
LeaderishrirpyLong
Beach,
41.
-sales -foree and to executives"
bai&-asi
said. "On an average claY,
cannot vote vote "yes."
women
where
15.2
42
+
its
147,328
lies
namics
affects
graduates
41.
Omaha
wives who wanted to develop
are
and
11,000
processed
requests
-Liechtenstein.
It also was known that
44
the
in
entry
14.8
in
+
Marcia
Gay's
334.859
•
been
you've
Miami
unless
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Will White Suits Stage Summer Comeback?

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Iv RAYMOND WILCOVI
Central Press Association
Correspondent
BALBOA HEIGHTS, Panama
Canal Zone -- Are white suits
staging a comeback?
'There was a time when the
immaculate white suit was
THE attire of the well-dressed
man during the hot summer
days. They were worn by the
millions, often with white shoes.
Are they coming back?
Here in Canal Zone, where it
all started, some younger men
are beginning to appear with a
ntod-style bell-bottom
type
Ante suit.
'If it does, don't be too surAged if it begins turning up
again in the States as a warm
weather attire. Some of the older; generation probably still have
a white suit or two hanging in
their closet.
The rise and fall of the white
suit in the Canal Zone has been
chronicled in the Review, the
official publication of the Panama Canal. It all began in the
construction days of the Panama Canal after the United
States and Panama signed a
treaty in 1903 for building the
waterway.
•

•

•

AMMENIIPI

"Sister Fuzz"--:: She packs a pistol
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A student at Canal Zonst College looks mighty comfortable in his
732
mod-stylis bell-bottom type white suit. (Photo, courtesy Cono4 Zone), Night Owls
707
Reapers
peered in white attire at in- Balboa.
690
Birds
Red
The first ready-made white

formal and ceremonial functions. Among them were President Nixon (then Vice President) and Mrs. Nixon (white
was popular also with the ladies) and before them Presidents Theodore and Franklin
D. Roosevelt, President William
Howard Taft, and King George
VI and Queen Elizabeth alien
the Duke and Duchess of York).
During the heyday of the
white suit, the main materials
used were duck, linen and flour
sacks. Flour sack suits generally were for everyday wear.
Even the governor wore them.
Many kept two or three flour
sack suits for work.
• • •

[suits appeared in Canal Zone
commissaries in 1929. A white
duck suit sold for $8.95 and a
linen suit for $12.95. The rest
of the attire included a $2.75
white broadcloth shirt (with or
without collar), white cotton
"drawers and undei shirt" at
85 cents each, a $1.20 white
leather belt or white suspenders
for 85 cents and a four-in-hand
tie for $1 or $2. Either white or
black shoes were acceptable
with this outfit and some
topped it off with a white pith
helmet.
The advent of air conditioning
and tropical weight materials
In varieties of color brought
about the demise of the white
suit. By the early 1960s they
had disappeared from the scene.
The commissariest phased out
their supply, with leftovers going for $2.95.
Those that _bong-ht. them_ pi-sib-

FOR the next half century or
so, until the early 1960s, no
well-dressed man was without
his white suit. It became so
popular that it even replaced
striped trousers and the cutaway coat on most formal occasions. Gov. J. L. Schley made it
official in 1934 when he decreed
that "the white suit is the official full dress in the Canal
THE 100-POUND sacks, after
Zone.' Two years later, Pans- their contents had been used,
ma's President-elect Demos- wennwashed, bleached and then
tenes Arosemena approved sold for 25 cents each. Three
white linen suits with black sacks were usually enough for
ties as the official dress for his a white suit. The total cost of
inauguration.
a tailored suit in the 1920. was
Prominent visitora to the .-around $12. Most were Matie in abry .thought it was a good inCanal Zone from the States fol- the mattress factory of the old vestment if they ever staged a
lowed local custom and ap- Quartermaster Department in comeback_ They may be right.

Men's wear

Men getting equal
rights in cosmetics
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) - Sales
of men's toiletries climbed
in 1970 when other sales
umped. One reason was a
new products, includgi&
t
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PONTOON BEACH, ILL. (UPI): Sister Mary Cornelia sometimes goes by the name of Sister Fuzz.
"That's what the kids call me," she said, "when they
yell to me on the street."
Sister Mary Cornelia is a Member of the Sisters
of Divine Providence and lives at St. Elizabeth's
Convent in nearby Granite City, Ill. She also is a
full-time policeman with the Pontoon Beach Police
Department and serves as the department's juvenile
officer and as a special deputy for Madison County.
"Being a nun is a great advantage in police work,"
s' she said. "When I answer a call on a family
disturbance, I walk into the house, and things quiet
down immediately because I'm a sister."

High Team Series (11C)
L M's
2363
2292
Night Owls
2231
Reapers

"The gun really raises some eyebrows." the sister
said. "I wear it all the time."
Sister Mary Cornelia handles her own investigations in her juvenile work, and much of her work
has to do with narcotics. "Narcotics is bad in
Madison County," she said. "It reminds me of a little
Chicago."

High Ind. Game (SC)
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JimNekle
205
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194
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180
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Jean Turner _

THE EIGHT other sisters who live with Sister
Mary Cornelia at St. Elizabeth's are becnnung accustomed to telephone calls in the wee hours of the
morning when a juvenile has been arrested and the
sister's services are needed with the police department.
"Fin just 1- hoarder -et the convent." she says. "I -
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568 Barbara Merino

for Mexico City

1(51

Telsolato

SISTER MARY CORNELIA
guess you could say I just hang my veil there. They
set a place for me at the table, but I'm rarely there.'
Sister Mary Cornelia knows judo and karate and
doesn't hesitate to use either.
"The kids think a sister is on God's side, and
they think she can save them fi our the clutches of
the law," Sister Mary Cornelia said. "Then they find
she is with the clutches of the law. But a lot of them
. are getting-So. know me, and I want them -Sr-talk to
me."
Sister Mary Cornelia drives an unmarked car but
she says that some of her fellow officers have
offered to make a sign for it. The sign would read:
"God'Squad'ofPontoon Beath Pollee Depirtrhent."
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ts in the use of toiletries for men line last year for both tough- serious morale opportunity
,
don't think the
has been'in hair care. Some • and tender faces. Jergens came
to be In combat for an
I firms have complete lines of up with -a hamd lotion for men extra year is going to imS
5-7
Britt
•..„ products for restoring dried and Swank jewelry went into
prove morale a hell of a Pat
3-10(2)
Dot Mullins
34 gut hair. And if that doesn't the btudness with a Royal
lot," Pike said.
work there has been a Copenhagen line. And so it
In addition to pay raises.
High Team Series I HC
-,,phenomenal growth in the wig goes.
Kelley said the services Four Seasons
And if you've only heard
2250
industry for men.
attract
to
attempt
would
2242
Sales of men's toiletries in of cologne and after shave
.
Three + One
up
stepping
by
volunteers
2212
1969 were a record $665 mil- lotions one firm alone lists
recruiting activities. They Trophies
lion, an increase of 7.2 per. these products:
would use more television
_Ere-electric lotion, pre-shave
pent over the previous year.
High Ind. Game ISO
advertising and add 5800
Jarriets_Murphy, President of Concentrate, All-Weather Hand
recruiters to the 13.000 al- Margie Chapman
203
Tahoe Original, a European Cream, Astringent, After Shave
ready in the field.
173
Verona Grogan
import. -says sales for 1970 'Cream,- After Shave Emulskin,
170
Margaret Morton
are expected to climb at least Pickup Mask,Eye Pads, Double
170
Glenda Hill
Diller or Dollar
Action Creams and tonic, Bath
as much when final figures are
Bowling League
- topping the $71 I million Soap, ,Cool Spray Isle, Spray
High Ind. Game (BC
W..L
Shower Oil, Friction Body Team
mark.
243
54 30 Margie Chapman
. Taber' Original is the largest Lotion, Hair Stay, Flair Groom Robinettes
216
45 39 Barbara Merino
s' selling prestige cologne line in Spray,-Special Shaving For- Champs
213
45 39 Mary C,ontri
Europe and the third largest in MitaraT5Riving Foam,Shampoo- Trophies
the world. Murphy said there On-salite-,-Alt Weather Hair Winners
44 40
High Ind. Series ISO.
• would be a massive advertising Gel, Hair Wash, Bronzing Gel, Three + One
43 41
478
”" program in 1971 to coincide Iligh Altitude Cream, Active Four Seasons
41 43 Margie Chapman
465
with introduction of a complete Sports Cream, Weather Shield, Pin-Pals
34 50 Margaret Morton
A-pres Ski, Shaving Crock with
range of smut and omit cosmetics
458
30 54 Verona Grogan
ABC's
-1, for men. One of 'the first was Soap, Shaving Concentrate,
body lotion for use after Waterproof Sun Gel, Tanning
High Ind. Series IFi
High Team Game (SC)
Cream, t:reaseleits 'fanning
swimming or bathing.
598
581 Margie Chapman
Champs
Lotion, After Sun Rub, Shaving
Another major ex pansittit
579
576 Dot Mullins
was ini((((mired by ranterie,
another European firm which
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PERMANENTLY PRE-SET
BRUSH AND GO
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-
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f
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SISTER MARY Cornelia wears a black blouse
and black below-the-knee skirt with a black veil/XL -small white headpiece—the.same religious habit she •
would wear if she were teaching in a Catholic grade
school.
But for police work she adds a few items. She
wears a thick, black leather belt which holds the
holster for her .38-caliber revolver, her cartridge
ease for extra ammunition and her pair of handcuffs, which dangle on her left hip. She wears 3 gold
badge on her chest, a silver cross on one side of her
collar and an American flag on the other side.

High Team Game (HC)
641
L & M's
835
Night Owls
807
Fighting Four
•
High Team Series (SC)
Reapers
2003
Night Owls
1983
1909
Red Birds

Discrepancy
in GI pay?
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Fabulous Selections
omplete Line of Stylist, Fufl
Range of Natural cetera in Light,
Dark, & Fronted Shades.

Must For quick Glamour,
A
( hangs- Your Color, Your Personitlit3, Your Mood in A Flash.

1

Wash And Wear Dyne& Kasekaion, Modaeryile, Perms-Set, Tapered. Looks So Natural, FR* Like .4
Dream.

AU The Newest Solon Wig Styles At Warehouse Prices.
WHY PAY MORE??

Many Mere

Different St)lea
And Lengths To
F r 11111

Nationally
Ail% ertNed
Brands

Values From '5000 to '75"
These same wigs sell for much, much more at the big wig boutiques, beauth salons,
etc. Come in and see. Take advantage of these low, low warehouse prices, now.

?
Why Pay More.

OPEN

Thurs.-Sun., 4th -7th
10:00-?
?

OVER 50,000 SOLD IN BOSTON, DETROIT, MILWAUKEE, CHICAGO

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:
IN MAYFIELD

IN MURRAY

I HOLIDAY INN SHOWROOM
HOLIDAY INN SHOWROOM
Hwy.
Pass At Us U.S. 121
Parkway & US. 45 BY Bt

641 South

4 DAYS ONLY- THURS.-SUN.

WEDNESDAY—MARCH I, MI
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
drink, and meals and attendthe
ing to other requests from
near-capacity passenger load.
I didn't have to queue up for
the lavatory, making my visit
before the chief steward anour
(between 15'and 18) for the nounced we were beginning
I check
York.
New
for
descent
number et- paasengeo being
my watch against the estimated
carried.
1 enjoyed my first 747 arrival time on all flights to
earned
flight, an Air France inaugural alloid standing in line. 1
from Paris to New York. I a long time ago that most
found the seats in economy passengers head for the lavaan
class much more comfortable tory after the descent
than in the 707, DC8 and nouncement is made.
other planes I have flown in.
The long, stiff hairs of badAnd the cabin crew Was pleasant and efficient even though gers once were used to make
they were kept busy serving shaving brushes.

PAGE FOURTEEN

BY MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) -Back
at the turn of the century, the
skeptics shook their heads and
predicted "they will never get
it off the ground."
"They were Wilbur and
Orville Wright and "it" was a
crude contraption with a 12.
horsepower motor.
But it did get off the ground.
Orville made the world's first
controlled flight in a heavierthan-air machine on Dec. 17
1903. The hop lasted only 12
seconds and covered a distance
of 120 feet at Kitty Hawk,
N.C. but opened a vast new
dimension in man's conquest
of time and space.
The flying machine has made
tremendous strides since. But
at almost every step along the
way, there were the doubting
Thomases.
Not long ago, some were
saying again "they will never
get it off the ground." This
time "they" was the Boeing
BOMB SHELTER WAS BUILT TO LAST—Built as a comCo. and "it" was a giant jetmand air raid shelter by the occupying Germans in
liner designed to carry more
World War II, a 75-foot-high block steelhouse flanked
passengers-up to 500--faster,
by apartment buildings on a street in Paris is posing a
farther and higher than any of
problem. It was decided to demolish the eyesore, but so
its predecessors.
far all the blasting and bashing has been to no avail,
The skeptics were confoundwrecking only the neighbors' nerves
ed again. 'The 747 Jumbo jet
did fly and the first went into
regular commercial service in
January, 1970. By the end of
the year, Boeing had delivered
more than 90 of them to about
30 U.S. and foreign airlines at
a price tag of $25 million each.
By STEVE LIBBY
-. During-the first 12-mtrnths
---- Written -Sspl'etaffe—lor-rertion.L.,
of operations, according to
Press arid This Newspaper
Boeing, the 747s carried about
JUST A few miles north of
6 million passengers over biland
Rustenburg
of
the town
lions of miles on regular flights
west of Pretoria, South Africa,
in the United States and elsekiitIviaof
community
the tiny
where around the world.
itself
for
name
a
won
nong has
There were problems with
for an odd reason: it is a misthe jet engine -the most powsion school of the Dutch Reerful ever developed for comformed Churches for dtaf-rnute
and blind deaf-mute Bantu chilmercial planes--and other bugs
dren. It is also an old-age home
that stirred demands the 747s
deaf
blind,
are
who
for people
be grounded after two in-flight
and dumb.
engine failures. But the Federal
workstate
the
by
• Subsidized
Aviation Administration rejecting through the Department of
ed
them and said the planes
is
school
the
Education,
13antu
were safe without qualification.
financed also by the church,
Worth noting, therefore, is
various municipalities, welfare
the remarkable safety record
organizations and by private donations. But its international
established by the 747 in its
claim to fame came a short
first year of commercial service
time ago when a motion picture
...---not one was involved in a fatah
director-cameraman named Da'
1 rash.
IvtdOosthuizen captivated--with
'Safety record ''''' -..
Igreat human emotion--the pracNoteworthy also is the fact
tical problems of teaching deaf
that U.S. scheduled airlines in
children to communicate.
1970 had their best safety
Tears of joy course down the record in almost two decades.
CALLED "A Place of Hearcheeks of little Montlagomang The only fatal crash was that
ing" and originally intended for
as she hears first sound of any of a Trans Caribbean Airways
distribution only in South Afrikind which she has ever known. Boeing 727 on Dec. 28 at St.
has
ca, the success of the film
been such that it has been re- tending the school, life is rapid- Thomas in the U.S. Virgin
leased to overseas audiences as ly changing and for the better. Islands,in which two passengers
• • •
well. The deeply moving film
died. The previous low was the
has already won several interTHERE are many reasons for 16 killed in 1954, long before
national awards.
the great success of the film, the jet age began and when lots
It tens the story of Motlago- which Is available for screening
fewer people were flying.
girl,
ged
man, a young teen-a
at no charge to interested
The 747 is the largest passwho had been a deaf mute all groups. One is the heart-warmher life. And the most heart- ing honesty of director-camera- enger jetliner in history. With
wrenching scene in the film man Oosthuizen. Another is an overall length of 231 feet 4
shows the pretty young Bantu that he wisely selected two deaf inches-if stood on its nogirl as the first sound she has and dumb assistants to aid him would be about as high as a
.ever heard penetrates her inner In the filming.
20-story building-it is twice
ear- -and tears of wonderment
The principal of the school, as long as the earlier jetliners.
cheek.
her
down
who
and joy trickles
N. •Niederrnan-Heitmann,
It is almost twice as wideThere is nothing unusual conducts a sign-language church
about 20 feet - inside, too. .
but
is
She
ng.
about Motlagoma
service in the film, accompanied
Interior configurations vary
one of the nearly 200 pupils in the film when it first came to
but most are designed to acthe school. Like all the others, the United States.
she is able to play a useful role
"A. Place of Hearing- has sur- commodate 320 to 360 passIn the daily life of her com,- passed all expectations as a suc- engers although each is capable
munity because of lack of Com- cessful film documentary of a of carrying up to 495 persons.
munication with her parenks and simple school in distant South One airlines has been reported
others in her village circle.
Africa, where everyday prob- discussing plans for a 700-passlems exist — and are being enger 74'7-model.
they are in the
But for Motlagomang. as in solved--just as
The 7478 are divided into
the case of so many others at- United States.
four passenger sections, one
first class and three economy or
coach. First class passengers
sit two abreast along both sides
of the fuselage up forward. In
flight, they also have the use
of a lounge on the upper deck,
reached by a spiral staircase,
with chairs, tables, bar and
lavatory.
In the other sections, seats
are arranged in rows of three,
four and two, separated by
two 20-inch-wide aisles. Each
seat has two arm rests and is
almost two inches wider than
on the smaller jet planes. There
is more leg and head room,
also. The ceiling for instance,
is 8 feet high over the main
aisles and 6 feet alxwe the
seats.
There's lots more room -to
move around in, too. A recent
release by Pan American noted
that if you walk up one aisle
and down the other through-all
three economy sections 10
times yiin will have covered
one-half mile.
Reactions by passengers to
the 747 have varied widely.
Some of those questioned said
it was too big and, with all
those people talking and movinf
around, nosier than at the
height of a Madison Avenue
But :others
cocktail party
to the
BOMB DAMAGES U.S. CAPITOL—Arrow points
raised the spaciousness and
'living room- atmosphere.
area iii the U.S. Capitol Building in Washington damaged by a bomb explosion following an anonymous teleThere were complaints that
to
damage
caused
extensive
there were not enough lavaphone warning. The blast
a barbershop. a woman's washroom and several small • tories (there are 12) and not
enough cabin crew perminnel
offices in the Senate -wing.. There weie no injuries
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The U.S. Forest Service expects demand for timber products to double in 30 years
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SUPER-RIGHT GRAIN FED "REEF

ROUND
STEAK
SIRLOIN
.
STEAK
-BONE ( $135OUSE 1
PORTERH
STEAK
BONELESS RUM? or
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST
BONELESS
HEEL of ROUND
FRESH
HALIBUT
FROZEN,I
STEAK
IDAHO RUSSET
POTATOES

(16 OZ.)
,
;"-)KITCHEN SLICED GREEN BEANS
WHITE SHOE PEG CORN (12 OZ.)
SWEET PEAS 117 OZ./ OR

700 BALES all Jap
65c per bale. Phone 4

.98

8 FOOT Pool table
4647
1970 YAMAHA. I
shape, with extras
sissy bar, turn sig
Marray Sport and M
or call 753-2715 after '

1.118
EIGHT-O-CLOCK
COFFEE

28
i
Lg

$118
1.8.
tGROUND IN
THE STORE/

$10:

LB.

TOILET TISSUE

LB.

WHITE CLOUD

COLD

SAVE $1000
1 to $40.1
31,2 HP, $120.
$161.92. Montgom
Catalog Agency,
Murray. 743-1966.

LB. 4 OZ. BOX

WITH

COUPON

or arix

22 OZ

WITH THIS COUPON
Good al A&PSfotes only
goisd HMI, Sat. March h
Keg peke without coueon
L,T11 I .otspnet pm cYst,rfrot,

BTL

THIS WEEK

WITH THIS COUPON
Good At Aar 'Stores Only
.rt
Marc
Good TM, Sat
Kea. Prom Without Coerpon
trnr1 I
n P•r eute"tnt

AP If I,thiVeIWO1

SMOKED
PICNICS
lb

43'

MOBILE HOME
Broad coverage. I
Check with us for a
surance before
Galloway Insurance
kstate Agency, phone
5842.

itAP

It
PALMOLIVE
1.104)10

CHEERIOS
7

HORSE; TWO year
Appaloosa, green
saddle, bridle and bla
474-2371 after 4:)p.

POWER99

000

ID

AMERICAN SUPE*1
machine. American
polisher with 3 a
Super 7 Clarks.edge
due to ill health.
condition -753-2324

DETERGENT

5

350 HONDA SCRAM
model. Phone 436487

1968 BSA Hornet,
753-2997.

COLD

WITH -THIS i °Iwo,
Good Al Aar...Storti (ink
Good Thru Sat.. Match if
Kee Price Vrithoiii (ottoon
Limn _L,co.g... Per Customer

40 INCH ELECTR
range. Priced reaso
753-3987

graduated with
markings, with sere'
Ronald W.Churchill.

PRICES GOOD THRU
SAT., MARCH 6

SAVE 404 ON GIANT SIZE

3

9 x 12 OVAL braid• •
Early American tele
bench, $20.00. Ladies
Chesterfield coat, $1
size 10 blue corduroy
$10.00. Pink and
bedspread, double
Phone 753-7937.

N'S
'I
and 16. Phone
0.m•

2 Cl.
PKGS.

YELLOW)

„ 99t
iT, rtfi"Esi ak0,1,

14 FOOT Jon Boat,
motor, 6 speed trol
;
battery Phone 7
'ONE
PA
syst
microphones. Pho
after 4:30 p.m.

BANANAS
RED ROME (
APPLES #
NEW GREEN (MEDOONS
NI
La loc
ABBAGE
Save Up To 82 With Coupons Below!
•

ANTIQUE SEWIN
iron bedstead, w
washer and tub, el
Westinghouse tank
cou0 suitable for
walker for handle
black and white T. V
or 753-5401 after 3:30
FOUR TOP gra
heifers, 3 with week
freshen soon, Ph,
after 5:00p.m.

LB

AP Oh I seii1AP

James
Tom E.
FOR S

GREEN
GIANT

Steak
Sale!

A
....EVERY FR
of Paris on High
night, we have
Louis. Such as o
nice fire place se
tables, 6 oak cha
odd tables, some
drawers, old dre
things so don't

Shorty
James E

NO LIMITS! STOCK UP! SAVE MONEY!

Kutlwanong—

1

Fringe benefits
with sightseeing
NASSAU, Bahamas (UPI)One of the popular ways to
explore the byways of this
colorful town is via horsedrawn surreys with fringe on
top.
Nassau/Paradise Island
visitors find the leisurely rides
relaxing and romantic. Additional horsepower for sight-,
seeing is supplied by available
scooters, motorized bicycles,
rent-a-cars and cabs.
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2 Great Art
Prints FREE

NEVER USED an
it,- say users of 131
carpet cleaner. Re
shampooer. $1.00. Rig

Tato coupe.,

WHOLE

FRYING
CHICKENS
lb

25'

00
.
"SAVE $5
Ir.. over 250 r

war. 11••0•

neon. na.•'
,ow seen tucn Ootstand,K
•apItcas of Ina *000 Most treasured
,
gel 2 pr,ts het
— Hu. *era acto cam
( t.,3torn ttatted foam's 400 (10.00,110, PC(1101).
'Co — yOott non It 551, p ray
SPECIAL SAVINGS ON ALL

neonatal accuse:mei'

SEVILLE MIRROR

KEEP CARPET
problems...small-use fl
wall to u-all Ben
shampooer $1 West
••Iloitie of The Wishing
Well
SIX YEAR old Qua
E.xcellent pleasure ho
436-n16

N SALE
AUCTIO
...EVERY
FRIDAY NIGHT AT 6:30 P.M., three miles north
of Paris on Highway 641 at
McBrides
This Friday

Shorty
Place.
night, we have a big load of good old merchandise from St.
Louis. Such as old dishes, old glass, some carnival glass, real
nice fire place set, hall tree, nice secretary desk, two round oak
tables, 6 oak chairs to match, big:wardrobe, hall tables, other
odd tables, some real nice old rockers, old clocks, old chest of
drawers, old dressers, lots of pictures and frames, lots of other
things so don't miss this one for sure.

Shorty McBride. No. 247
James E. Travis, No. 278

ECONOMICAL, APARTMENTS
and rooms to rent. For students
arid others. Near campus. Phone
753-4646.
March 8C

12x54 TRAILER. Practically
new. See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court after 4:00 p.m. No
phone calls please.

ROOMS FOR boys, near
University. Private entrance
with kitchen. $30.00 monthly each
boy. Utilities furnished. Phone
M3C
753-6638.

FURNISHED UPSTAIRS one
apartment, airbedroom
and
Water
conditOped.
cablevision furnished. Couple
preferred. No pets. Phone 7536805 after 5:00 p.m.

TWO BEDROOM trailer, 2Ls
miles West of Almo Heights on
the Almo and Kirksey Road.
Phone 753-3539 after 5:00p.m. M4

furnished
ROOM
FOUR
basement apartment. Utilities
furnished. Two girls or married
couple. Phone 753:6051

AUCTIONEERS

ALSO WILL HAVE A GOOD LOAD FROM ST. LOUIS AT
HENRY AUCTION NEXT DOOR TO POST OFFICE
TURDAY _NIGHT.

- James W. McBride, No. 336
AUCTIONEERS
Tom E. Cooler, No. 500

Mrs. Eddie V. Bennett a
We want to express our deep
a month
AUCTION SALE:
Saturday, ASSUME $18.00
to every Family wish to express the
thanks
and
appreciation
fo
appreciation
March 6, 1:00 p.m., 600 Poplar payment on small piano- person who assisted us at the abiding
Street, Murray. Furniture and Leaches Music and T. V. in death of our loving husband and professional and general servi
personal effects of the late Mrs. Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC father, James Curtis Hutson, in rendered, and for all expressions'
Jessie Thurman.
any way after his death. Thanks of sympathy and indications of
Some items are: couch, chairs,
for all the flowers, food, prayers, interest, occasioned by the tragig
recliners and rockers. Coffee,
and kindnesses shown us. passing of Mrs. Bennett's son,
end and center tables, lamps,
Especially to Blalock-Coleman Reverend Robert A. Bennett,
pictures and drapes, 9 x 12 wool
Funeral Home for the nice ser- February 14, 1971.
1Td
rug, Maple 12 bed, springs and
vice rendered. Thanks to Bro.
mattress, Oak dresser and Cedar
Walter Pigg for the words spoken
chest. Like new refrigerator and
CARD OF'FRANKS
and Bro. A . T. Moore and the
like new 30 inch electric stove.
singers for the wonderful singing. The family of Harold Andersoj
wh
Lots of dishes and cooking
Thanks to everyone who has' wishes to thank "everyone"
utensils. Radio, RCA Television,
helped work on our house and assisted us in any way when
window fan, linens and lots of
who has assisted in a financial house burned. Also a s
other _items. Jo nwnerous tP
way. We cannot begin to name thanks to the Calloway
mention. Most of this met'
everyone. We can only pray that Rescue Squad and the Coun
chandise is like new. For inGod blesses you all and brings as Fire guard.
formation call Otto Chester
much comfort to you as He has to
We cannot begin to name
Auction Service, Lynn Grove,
us in our time of need.
individually.
everyone
case
4354042. Not responsible in
family of Harold AnThe
MSC
of accidents.
derson,
1TC

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

LARGE FURNISHED efficiency
MODERN AIRapartment. Electric heat and airapts.
CONDITIONED-furnished
conditioned. Couple preferred.
Washers and dryers available Apply at 1606 West Main.
M.
Zimmerman Apts. So. lEth Phone
M4C
753-6609
furnished
ROOM
THREE
1965 HOUSE trailer, 12 x 50, apartment. Carpeting, garbage
ANTIQUE SEWING machine, AKC REGISTERED German
furnished, near University. disposal, tile bath. Can be seen at
iron bedstead, wringer type Shepherd puppies. Phone
436- Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. M3C Owen's Food Market, 1407 West
MOO O4000 000
washer and tub, electric range, 5841.
MSC RETIRING? INTERESTED in a
_Main.
M5P
2 A state (ebb, I
000 0000M ORB
Floor
3
Westinghouse tank type cleaner,
all
with
nice two bedroom home
ammo 0113000
merits(
I Moccasin
coueh suitable for recovering,.FOUR FORMALS,and two party TWO BEDROOM duplex,$75.00 a BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee the enjoyment and conveniences
ii100 MOOOM
4 Observed
4 Facial
0000 mmis 0000
S Partners
walker for handicapped adult, dresses, sizes 11 and 12. Phone month. $50.00 deposit. Couple Apartment, unfurnished, two of both city and country living?
expreasien
6 Emits
MOO 00U 00000
black and white T. V. call 753-2557 753-7258
MSC preferred. No pets. See at 1601 bedroom, living room, kitchen, Then you will want to see this
7 Perm*
00 00Q OOM 33
pen
753-3642Lamb's
8
401
or 753-54431 after 3:30 p.m.
M4C
•
Nieie Far.Road or call 1-313- utility, and bath. Carpeted_ AirMapft-St
14-14•147rniTea front Murray"
00000 MOO 000
name
„It Artist's stand
AKC REGISTERED black and 2162.
MI1P conditioned,dishWasher,
MOM 000 0000
the New Concord Highway. 1 1,4
Separated
14 Exist
garbage
refrigerator,stove,
03030 1003
o Macaw
FOUR TOP grade Holstein tan German Shepherd puppies, 8
15 Goal
acres of land with approximately
Atfirmatrve
from
Westview
now work
17 Crowns
003000 000MOM
heifers, 3 with week old calves, 1 weeks old. Phone 489-2235 after TWO BEDROOM modern house, disposal. Across
"i acre completely fenced, in- HUBERT DUNN is
Merrier
of
Sheets
19
000 0000M MOO
Nursing Home on South 16th St.
M5F
Thursday, Friday and Saturda
Everyooe
freshen soon, Phone 436-5535 4:00 p.m.
giass
near Panorama Shores, car- Phone 753-4974.
000 30000 MOD
M9( cluding a apple orchard. City at zwhite Way lUkrimrShQp. M
tO Stitch
MUSIC, high
la
25
after 5:00p.m.
M4P
--waiar,--air-conditioaing, -earport
Phone 436-2266
12 Barter
M5(
peted..
Playing card
22
SOLID
State
amplifier
FENDER
13 Ranted
24 Oceisei
and utility room with extra
S2 Spoken
38 Contests
Refer
For fear that
54 Female hors*
700 BALES all Jap hay. 60c and and control cabinet. $300.00.
41 Lose
space, ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- 26
and
closet
cabinets
island
Badgerlaie
29
oo
:
5
753-2863
p.m.
after
Phone
55 Man's
freshness
M.
C.
Ky.
spots
Painful
Murray,
17
65c per bale. Phone 435-5311. M4C
mammal
paneled kitchen and den corn- vice, Box 213,
nit kname
43 Small rug
M9C
18 Lock of
31 Emerge
Far382-2468,
phone
56 Pair
Sanders,
Tried
45
quick
sell
Must
had
biiratinn.
victorious
57 Compass point
47 Pedal died
March 5C 33 Click beetle
8 FOOT Pool table. Phone 75310 Illuminated
moving. Phone 753-5447 after 5:00 stlington, Kentucky.
59 Meadow
49 Walks with
. REGISTERED Angus
NINE
Scold
for
Symbol
34
60 Shade tree
4647
M4C cows and three small registered
measured
MW r
ma ME Iimsai ism so NI
pin. during week days.
Flying
saver
A state abbr.)
63
tread
mammal
Bone of body
....(
heifers. Alpha Ford, 435-4362 M5P
Hwy. 94 - East ot Murray
•
• ATTENTION BOYS!!
I
10 11
•
9
1970 YAMAHA. In excellent
8
7
37 Label
6
5
:r2: A
TWO ACRES of land,one mile off' II
3
2
1
0.1.
& I 39 Note(dual
LEDGER
shape, with extras; high bars,
The
...
I
Church,
Flint
rie
North,
I
SUPER Hawk Scrambler,
..,, A
,..,
....."41
40 Condensed
12
sissy bar, turn signals. See at 305
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graduated with one ounce BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY for
$8.00 per hour. No job 1970 PLYMOUTH Grand coupe
markings, with screw tops. Call ambitious man. Must have panel DOZING,
No large jobs please. _with factory air and power. 1968
small.
too
M4C
Churchill.
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Ronald
'truck. For appointment call 753- Reliable service. New man in Buick Electra. Factory air and
M4C Murray area. Phone 753all power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
7418.
Station, Corner of 6th and
MW
8548.
MSC
Main.

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of---Hughes Paint
Store

ORDON'S WHIT and FISH MARKET
3-lb. bag of Apples
1 -lb. Mixed Candy

I

I

If

AMERICAN SUPER 8 sanding
WANT TO buy; logs and standing
machine, American De-Lux 16"
:or sale lumber
Also
timber.
polisher with 3 attachments,
sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
and
Super 7 Clarks.edg.er, mast sell
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147
due to ill health. All in good
TFC
M4P
condition -753-2324

FOR ALI. your home alterations
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
old. Free estimates. Call 753March 29NC
6123. .

HORSE; TWO year old Blanket
Appaloosa, green broke; also
saddle, bridle and blanket. Phone
M4C
474-2371 after 4:30p.m.

1966 DATSUN pick-up truck 1962
Olds 98, red with white top Al]
power and factory air. Well worth
the money. Cain and Taylor Gull
Station. Corner of 6th and
M5(
Main.

SAVE $10100 to $40.00 on Wards
Tillers. 31
2 HP, $120.69, on 5 HP
/
$161.92. Montgomery Ward
Catalog Agency, 510 Main,
M4C
Murray. 753-1966.

SAF TB/LT
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
Broad coverage. Low rater
Check with us for all your insurance before you buy.
Galloway Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, phone 753March4C
5842.
NEVER USED anything like
it," say users of Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer $1.00. Big K
KEEP •CARPET cleaning
prablems'ainall-use glue Lustre
wall to wall. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
"Home of The Wishing
M3C
Well • •
SIX YEAR old Quarter horse.
Excellent pleasure horse Phone
M5C
430-n16

1968 EL CAMINO . V8, power
steering and brakes. Vinyl roof,
new tires. 1965 Buick Electeafour door hardtop, all power
and air. Local car. Real sharp.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
NV
Corner of 6th and Main.

TIRES

CAIN & TAYLOR

Corner of 6th & Main
Phone 13-5862
WINTER RANGER
DEEP-CLEAT

SNOW TIRE

1965 PONTIAC LeMans,two door
hardtop. V8 automatic, console in
the floor, power steering and
brakes. 1963 Olds 98, four door
hardtop with all power and no air.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
M5
Corner of 6th and Main.
1964 CHEVROLET two door
hardtop with factory air, power
steering and brakes Local car.
1963 Olds 98. four door hardtop.
Just like brand new. Factory air
and all power Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
MSC
Main.
1961 VAI.IANT, cheap. 1956
Chevrolet, V8. Straight shift.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
M5
Corner of 6th and Main. •

1967 MODEL HOUSE trailer. 10*
42. air-conditioned. electru heat
MAC
Phoiic 753-2583

a
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NfIltRAY, KENTUCKY

LETTERS t nit EDITOR
Continued From Page One)
(Continued From Page One)
Dear Editor:
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Beane, Jerry Joseph, Roger president of the of the Chamber lawyer, used his position to , it
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Pacific Northwest.
and Darrel Miller of Commerce and is formerly • mistreat that court and ths%
Joseph,
Travlers' warnings were up Burial was in the Salem member of the Murray-Calloway court's judge. unmercifully.
I suggest that such a man ma
in north central Texas and in
with the arrangements County Airport Board.
the Cascade Mountains in Cemetery
be worth an invitation to
not
Churchill Funera
Oregon because of expected by the Max
wife, Martha, reside speak.anywhere. I do not suggest
his
and
He
snowfall. Fort Worth, Texas, Home.
on Kingwswood Dr. in Murray. that he be given a long prison
was covered with two inches of
He is the owner of Enix Interiors. sentence, this Lawyer Kunstler.
died
73,
Mrs. Beane. age
fresh snowfall before dawn.
nor would it seem apropo to
Scattered snow was expected in Monday at a Memphis hospital.
suggest riding out of town on a
Washington. Oregon and the She is survived by her husband.
rail„as of yore. Or even tar-andDempsey, four daughters,
Western Mountains.
feather procedure: and certainly
Freezing temperatures were Mesdames Modelle Threet, Lydia
not boiling in oil. But, Lawoer
expected to bite into the West Woods, Verlene Joseph, and
Kunstler might deserve to be
except for southern Texas and Linda Wilkerson; six sons, Willie
disbarred by his bar associatiion,
the California coast. Cold B., Buel, Loyd, Halford, James new plan would increase the and he just might deserve to be
weather was the rule over most Harold, and Glen Beane; 28 umber of counties he represents passed over by the institutions of
of the eastern half of the nation grandchildren; 11 great grand. room seven to nine.
West Kentucky.
His major objections were to Very sincerely,
with snow flurries dotting the 'children.
area of the Great Lakes.
,the addition of the part of Jef- Lindell Bagley, RFD 5 Box 609
ferson County and the loss of Murray, Kentucky 42071
Boone County. The Democratic
senator noted that Me Jefferson
PRIDE OF ILL WHITE CREAM STYLE
Cottnrylection is predominantly
Republican and also noted the
Nocan303
similarities of Boone County with
the rest of his district.
Other Opposlaon
Committee chairman B E.
Billings, D-Stanton, told the
committee he is not in favor of
Fresh Sliced
the plan, especially: as it relates
to his 28th District. Billings
splitting
not
suggested
12 Pk's.
:Madison County but did not
in box
offer an alternate plan.
Billings did say, however, that
„t
Fresh
he had a plan. "but nobody's
he
indicated
bought it yet," and
might bring it up later.
Committee members James C.
Brock, R-Harlan, said, "I have
Grade "A" Frozen
12 size can
yet to see a plan that suits me."
any
about
just
Brock noted that
plan for his area he supporte(i
would make somebody mad at
him.
Sens. Ray B. White, R-Bow -ling
Green, Francis M. Burke, DPikeville, William A. Logan, D2 in Pkg.
PET
Madisonville and Delbert S.
Murphy, D-Owensboro, indicated
pkgs.$
RITZ
they would support the present
bill, although they would reserve
judgement if any cchanges were
made in it.
at Swann's Mkt. on

GIRLS!!

A New Place To Shop

THE FASHION SHACK
Wift Be Open Friday, March 5

Noe

Hog Market

1:111aritites Held
or Mrs: Beane

Featuring Name Brands at
Unbelievable Low --Pticesif*HOT

4

-r

Cato's

CORN

3/49'

BEEF LIVER
PORK LIVER

5/ Pork Brains

PIE SHELLS

3

SAVE 5c!!

FIRST ITEM
REGULAR PRICE
SECOND ITEM AT
2 PRICE'

BEIRUT 11.1P1)-When a hog
ran amok killing six goats in a
southern Lebanese village near
Nabatiyeli Township, a hurried
call went out to the local vet.
But when he got to the area
with his gun, he found the
villagers had killed the pig and
were just sitting down to eat it.
_
F.VORA, ".Psfugal (UPI)The Town ^uncil Monday
ordered all str4 dogs and cats
to be caught and destroye,d
because, they said, the animals
filled the streets and had
become a general nuisance
A team of expert dog and cat
catchers spent the day searching
for the Cfl(fli Hs nightfall they
hail not fourid one

CHARM IN
rmin Without Coupon 49'
Limit: One to customer
Expires March 10. '71
WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A I LB LAN OF
NEW TATE TRIAL
(Tex) Watson, hands handcuffed behind his back,
shown at his arraignineic
in Los Angeles in the Ti,
LaBianca murders ito.
torney said he
will ask for ,.1 ehang•
v.!)ue from the are:,

New!

MAXWELL HOUSE'

at Swann's Mkt
75I
WITH
COUPON

MEE

CMY4m

25 Quart Size
FOOD STORAGE BAGS

it*

t the
esents
across
Combs
d Kenr year.
ribbon'
rroll
o have

Choice of two
lovely styles!

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 N.- MURRAY

Ladies'

PANT
SUITS
Regtilar 12.00
You will Jove the smashing new
stripe warp knit tops with button
placket and self-tie belt in beautifUl contrasting navy, brown and
red all set off with coordinate
flare leg knit pants that offer all
„day wear without wrinkles and
keeps their shape washing
after washing.
Sizes 8 to 18

LADIES'

BLOUSES

Choose from a wide range of
assorted styles and colors.
We had to buy thousands to
ntlake this special price.

Extra special saving during our
first annual money saving sale.

SPORT
POLO
KNIT SHIRTS SHIRTS
BOYS

for dress or sportwear. Sho
sleeve and long collar-styles, mad
of fine quality Polyester and Cot41
'
ton. Sizes 6 to 18.
R 1.99
REGU
13.7
$

8.. .41,.65,: : ,: t: : ,50:. :. :.x .: .: .: . :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. .: .: .: .: .: .: .: .: .: . . .x .x:. :. .:. .
.,

•

E—N'S

•
Choose colors of the up-todate fashion and style.
Sizes 29 to 40.

PANTY HOSE
Limit 2 pr. with coupon
With
C
"
LY" 21°r1
ONP

r."-7.-rerrcr •
0111111
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Reg. 83t Buy 2 Save 860 N.

This Coupon Good
Thur., Fri., Sat.- Only
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CAFE AND TIER
SETS.
Especially priced
for this sale

Towel Special
Velour solids, prints
and jacquard.
Bath, Hand & Wash (loth
RATF1 99t
HAND 66#
FACE 334

2foot rod
1
Complete with 2 spools and 6/
all guaranteed to give you smooth relaxing fishing pleasure

Alarm
SnoobyzG.E.
Repeat alarm wakes you, lets
you snooz then wakes you.
Big easy to read dial.

.t113.7.

LEDGEleit

?DIES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

It's Always A Great Day For The iiiit—M-en
TheAtihifFeatures Their Famous Stew By SANDI GOULD
ARCHBOLD, Ohio 1UPle There's a world of difference
between the exotic Orient and this typical American small
town in northwestern Ohio. but they have one thing in common--

1 (8-ounce) package
gy JOAN O'SULLIVAN
cream cheese, soft
YOU DON'T have to be
1 (5-ounce) jar process
Irish to enjoy today's menu, a
American cheese
tasty tribute to good St. Patspread, sharp
nck whose day. March 17th.
iS-ouncet jar
. Archbold, population 2,500, is the world's largest producer
is marked by sons of the old
Neufchatel and Blue
sod everywhere.
of canned Chinese food. That includes China.
cheese spread
Like Irish blarney, the Puff
To meet the growing popularity of Cantonese Ilishee in
tablespoons minced
Appetizers have a charm all
American homes, 28 different Chinese food specialties are
onion
their own. They're filled with
cooked up, canned or freeze-packed, and rolled out with
small clove garlic,
a mixture of cheese and, for
assembly line speed and precision in the seven and a half
crushed
topped
a
touch
of
the
green,
acre plant ot Laaoy Division, Beatrice Foods, Inc.
1 tablespoon
off with an olive.
The whole ,thing started back in 1920 as the brainchild of
Worcestershire sauce
Housing storage will be par- things and only 8 per cent are
course, quite
The
main
two University of Michigan students. Wally Smith wanted to tially solved by modular homes. legitimate worries that we need rightly, is justly famous Irish
Dissolve bouilllon cube in
sell fresh-grown bean sprouts in his Detroit grocery store. These are factor), built and to think through to a proper Stew, a flavorful pot that water. Add remaining ingrediIlhan New, a Korean. had the know-how to produce them. transported to the homesite in conclusion.—Sue Heltsley, combines lamb with potatoes. ents; beat until light.
To assemble, cut off tops of
During the next 10 years, the two men grew sprouts, put
sections, usually rectangular in Bardwell, Ky. 42023 Phone: 6211- To go with it, there are Oat- puffs. Fill each puff with 2
them in glass jars, later in cans, and incorporated their business.
Biscuits hot from the
meal
shape. These sections may be 5447
teaspoonfuls filling and reoven.
LaChoy giew and moved into larger headquarters in Michigan,
side-by-side for oneplace tops. Garnish with sliced
For dessert there are Lepfinally settling here at the beginning of World War II. Archbold installed
green olives.
rechauns (brownies turned
was chosen because it is strategically located on the main story homes or stacked for twoMakes 41
/
2 dozen.
story homes. They can be ready
Irish under a topping of emrailway line between New York and Chicago.
IRISH STEW
five
within
four
to
erald
green
into
more
frosting).
to
special
With expansion came the invention of machinery and
pounds lean boneless
BLARNEY PUFF
equipment to clean the bean sprouts, peel fresh Onions, fry days after delivery.—Juanita
lamb, cut in 1-Inch
APPETIZERS
• chow mein noodles continuously,_ and clean and dice large Arnonett, Courthouse, Paducah,
cubes
cup water
Ky. 42001 Phone: 442-2718.
quantities of-celery.
/
1
4 pound bacon, cut in
cup butter or
++++
1-inch pieces ,
The firm not only puts up Chinese foods in metal cans and
margarine
1
pounds (about 4
glass jars but also in frozen food packages. Among the latter
cup pancake mix
medium) onions, peeled
are egg rolls, chicken, beef and shrimp chow mein, sweet and
Do you have trouble keeping
eggs
and cid-M-1
/
4-inch slices
sour pork, fried rice and dinner combinations.
the facing of necks laying
Cheese Filling'
2 pounds (about 8
With the specialle -designed equipment, up to 1,800 e
smooth? Some secrets to pretty
Heat oven to 375°F.
medium) potatoes,
rolls can be produced, packaged and frozen, and up to 120 neck facings are: 1. Grading the. ,vIly DEAN C. MILLER
Heat water and butter to
pared and cut in 1-inch
UPI Business Editor
--packige-s oT chow mein. fi:ied rice, sweet and sour pork and seam, which is cutting off the
boiling in medium-sized saucecubes
NEW YORK UPI) —Swiss pan. Add pancake mix; beat
seam allowance in varying
Salt
tlicA"
w44"Par aailitrselri.._karei
celery from the famed celery widths to reduce the bulkiness of and Japanese watch makers until mixture leaves sides of
ore *tab' ill) ions
Freshly ground pepper
beds of Michigan are used each year for the chop suey and enclosed seams. 2. Clipping—a develop ulcers just thinking of pan and forms ball. Continue
/
1
4 teaspoon thyme
cooking for 2 minutes over
chow mein products. Fresh mushrooms come .from Pennsyl2 cups cold water
clip is a short cut made in the Joakim Lehmkuhl. Business low heat, stirring occasionally.
vania, and cattle and poultry from markets near New York and
Place half of lamb in botseam allowance perpendicular to leaders in the United States Remove from heat. Add eggs,, tom of
heavy 4 to 5 quart
Chicago.
to envy his ability to keep sales one at a time, beating vigor- Dutch oven. Cover with half
The community is one of the largest cattle.auction eenters the stitching, extending it up
and profits up in fair or foul ously after each addition.
seamline.
3.
the
through
but
not
each of bacon, onions and pobetween New York and Chicago, and also is a major poultry
• Drop batter by teasponnful. _-311115Oes. Sprinkle"viiáft
Understitehing_understitehing economic weather.
W"
—center- IA1-948‘ 1119re-tban--1.00,000,-beet-caUle-were--sol4
about 1-inch apart °nip-- unpresident
Mit
Lehmkuhl,'
-74,
pepper and iv teaspoon of the
the eam
• Is a row of regular length
greased
cookie
sheets.
Bake
Corp.,
chairman of U.S. Time
thyme; repeat. Add water and
Exotic items such as bamboo eToots and water chestittsts machine stitches placed on the
parent company of Timex in preheated oven (375°F,) 25 bring to boil over heat; reduce
are imported from South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong, while inside of garment to prevent
to 30 minutes or until firm
Watch, the world's biggest and brown. Cool. Fill with heat and simmer 2 hours.
most mung beans, from which bean sprouts are growe, come seams from rolling to the outside.
Serves 6,
remarkable busi- Cheese Filling.
from Peru, Thailand and Burma. But extensive experiments This stitching is through the seller, is a
OATMEAL BISCUITS
seen
"never
had
He
nessman.
close
are showing that Texas, Oklahoma and Georgia are well suited facing the seam allowance
CHEESE FILLING
11
/
4 cups sifted all-purpose
of
a
watch"
before
inside
the
from the standpoint of climate, soil and harvesting facilities, to to the sealline on the facing side.
1 beef bouillon cube
flour
some
produce mung beins.
1 tablespoon baking
The row of stitching is not visible 1942 when he and
tab1es
P
i
#
1
4
-The rich farmlands-of Fulton County, -in which- ArehbO144-- on the right of the garment.— associates acquired the Water
water
powder
,

of

ANY OTHER DAY Of the year, you'd call these greenfrosted goodies Brownies. March 17th, they're Leprechauns.
34', teaspoon salt
/
1
4 cup shortening
aa cup quick or
old-fashioned oats,
uncooked
/
1
4 cup milk
Sift together flour, baking
powder and salt. cut in shortening until mixture resembles
coar
,
er ertiintkr- Stir- in'
Add milk, stirring lightly mita dry ingredients are just
moistened. (If necessary, add
a little more milk to make a

"soft-'&ugh.)
Turn out on lightly floured
board or canvas; knead gently
a few seconds. Roll out to /
1
2with
inch _ thickness.
floured 2%-inch round cutter.

Place on greased cookie sheet
Bake in pre-heated oven
(400'F.) about 15 minutes
Serve warm with Irish Stew
Serves 6 to 8.
LEPRECHAUNS
/
1
4 cup butter or
...
margarine
;I, cup granulated sugar _
-'14- cup firmly packed
brown sugar
2 eggs

.1 teaspoon vanilla
3 ounces (3 squares1
unsweetened chocolate,
melted and cooled
1½ cup sifted all-purpose
flour
'.%- cup quick or
old-fashioned oats
uncooked
/
1
4 cup chopped nutmeats
Heat oven to 350°F
Beat butter and sugars together until- creamy. /odd eggs
and vanilla; beat well. Blend
In chocolate Stir in flour, oats
and nutmeats
2
mixture
into
Spread
greased, waxed paper lined
and floured 9-inch square baking pans. Bake 15 to 18 minutes. Cool. Spread with Mint
Frosting.
.p,MINT.FROBTING
14 cup butter or
margarine
2 cups sifted
confectioners' sugar
41
/
4 teaspoons milk
teaspoon vanilla
/
1
4 teaspoon mint flavoring
1 drop green food
coloring
Combine all ingredients in
small bowl of mixer; beat until spreading consistency.
To assemble, remove cooled,
brownie layers from pans
Spread half of frosting
evenly over one layer and
put layers together, sandwich
style. Frost top. Cut into
squares.
Makes 24 brownies.

Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- bury Clock Company in Connecman, Ky. 42050 Phone: 236-2351. ticut to produce artillery time
fuses during World War II: Two
+-+
years before that Lehmkuhl,
Moving into a new home' Try then a Norwegian politician,
decorating the easiest room first. had fled his native Oslo one
This gives you a lift and helps you step ahead of German invaders.
After the war, Lehmkuhl
feel at home quicker. Plus it
Timex
producing
provides inspiration to help you started
conquer the rest of the house. A watches. A dramatic advertislesser expensive venture would ing campaign which proved his
$6.95 wrist .watch came up
be the bathroom. A pair of
vats of
shower curtains, tied back ticking after dunking in
and being hurled against
drapery fashion, co-ordinating water
made him the "Watch
towels, mat and accessories will walls
of the world. In the last
King"
usually bring it tb life.—Mrs.
has sold more
Mildred W. Potts, La Center, Ky. 18 years, Timex
than 200 million watches and
42056 Phone 665-5671.
Lehmkuhl expects to sell 18
million more this year. In the
cent of the wrist
Grandma used patches for U.S., 48 per
over counters are
watches
sold
today
quilts,
but
mending and
for 1971 are
they are used to create fashions. Timex. Sales
over $200 million.
Scraps of lace, gingham and projected at
turn out 60,000
organdy make frothy sleeves on a His plants
million parts
watches
and
5
simple dress, or panels of
daily, and Timex is the single
gingham in two colors are joined
not
for a midi-dress that revives the biggest watch producer,
in France
only
in
the
U.S.,
but
fashioned
feminity
that
is
so
old
important right now.—Dean and the United Kingdom as
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield well. It is sold in 74 countries.
Timex is almost as big in the
Ky.
Quaker Oats Cu
middle range of the price scale
THERE ARE LAMB STEWS and lamb stews When the Irish make one, you can be sure
as in the low end. It claims to
lamb is teamed with potatoes. To go with it, we suggest hot homemade Oatmeal Biscuits.
Maybe you've heard the story sell 69 per cent of all the
about adding half an apple to electric and electronic wrist
if he had ever used a drug which between Merle and his father can
keep your brown sugar soft" If watches bought in the U.S. Last
would have a hallucinatory be reestablished on this parthe container is airtight, you've Christmas it sold an electric
reaction.
watch for $25 when others were
ticular matter.
had good advice. But you should
If Merle would not admit that
check the contents occasionally in the $100 range.
he had used a drug of this type Humble begimiing
These two appear to be on losing sides.
for mold. Of course, another way Keeping product and manageone or more times, the father
streamlined and simple,
to soften hard brown sugar is to ment
MANILA (UPI) - The
should try to persuade the son to
constant research, let
put it in a slow oven—then use it plus
Re Cristo (Church of
authorize in writing that the local
Timex
hold
the
price
line
by STEVE,USBY
right away tor it will become
BY
board disclose the reason for Christ), a religious denominadespite
rising
cost,
Lehmkuhl
Central Press Association Correspondent
even harder after it is cooked).—
tion similar to Protestantism
at
AFEES: If
•LONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON rejection
•
COXHEATH, Kent (England)—"The winners this year," an- Pat Curtsinger, Courthouse, said via telephone from his
and founded by a Filipino
warranted,
a
physician could
headquarters in Middlebury,
nounced Mick Fitzgera101, "are the team consisting of Janet Jef- Benton, Ky. 42025
shrimp catcher rd 1914, owns
fries. Mary Young. Helen Jeffries and Gill Hone. The runner-up
Conn.
FRANKFORT,Ky.—This week participate in athletics because then be consulted for remedial more than 2,000 chapels and
++++
team ronsiets of Barry Hock, Mick Webb, Mike Older and Bill
In the original Timex he we received a long distance of a slight heart murmur while treatment. It is our sincere hope 35 massive cathedrals through•
Maddock."
started with a pin lever watch telephone call from a concerned Merle had lettered in four sports. that a Meaningful conversation out the Philippines.
In planning your vegetable
Fitzgerald. who presented the awards, is organizer of 94e
movement i no jeweled bearing) father and we would like to relate Our caller did not question the
Annual World Cutsard Pte CharapfonshiP, this year .hl4Or. garden remember to plant those
which economized on material his problem to the readers of results
of
the
physical
the fourth time, and also of the local Village Hall Ap
'Fund. foods that your family will eat
If you've a pie-throwing team—or are interested'in rganizing and enough different types to and permitted automated as- "You -and the Draft." Our caller examination at AFEES. He just
sembling. The watch had fewer was a retired navy officer and wanted to know why Merle, the
one --get in touch with Mica-They hope to play
to overseas
miles_ give good nutrition and variety to
ceMpetitors in 1971 The 3,000 residents or thi
parts, a simpler design, no high presently a social science in- athlete, was not found acwn,
you40
. meals.—Mazina Griffin, Federal
to
Southeast of Londo'n near Maidstone, will wØome
parpolish where it was not needed
Phone:
structor on the faculty of a ceptable.
don_
Clinton,
Ky.
Bid.,
notate in the- annual bet fit
and "it did the job." Interchan- consolidated high school.
He informed us that a few
for Ae local children's play- serve as" their own living tar- 653-2231
geable parts throughout and He has "twin sons, Earle and former classmates of the twins
ground witirch hap a $75,000
may not be raised
large assembly plants also Merle, who had been recently had been suspected of using an
project now under way.
ve shoulder-height when behelped keep costs down, Lehrn- ordered by their local board for a hallucinogenic drug and he was
This year'sivinning team, the' ing thrown, and no compensa—A
Rating'
How is Your Credit
kutil noted.
Coxheath Birds, otit-poIntecfrthe min can be #Wardild spectators
physical examination at an quite concerned that they might
credit rating is one of the
or . accidentally good
Coxheath Men's Team by16-30, deliberately
''We have a tight manage- Armed Forces Examining and have induced Merle to take such
you
can
assests
valuable
most
The men', team had been un-, daubed with flying pie-filling.
ment," he said. "We've been Entrance Station (AFEES). a drug. Father-to-son talk had
• • •
have, especially in times of
disputed champs for the last
together so long and know how Earle had been found acceptable failed to get an admission or
THE CONTESTrsupervised by emergency. Your credit rating is
three years. The ironic thing is
each other thinks that we can and Merle not acceptable for denial from Merle with respect to
that up until 1970 the girls had -Judges well-versed In the art an indication of your character
to instant decisions. Our
his having used such a drug.
not entered - - they satisfied of custard pie-throwing" take and your capacity to pay your COMe
military service.
themselves at being human tar- into consideration such WWI debts. If you posses this irn- meetings sometimes last only
The father told us that Earle Asa last resort he went to the
five minutes."
gets for their menfolk and their as wind velocity, danger to on.
while in high school could not draft board to examine his son's
and
lookers, and the general fitness portant asset, merchants
custard plea
Lehmkuhl's insistence
on
record. The clerk told him all
not
may
although
they
bankers
of
coniestantato cope with pies
• • •
judicious use of time covers because it keeps almost perfect records are confidential and
will
personally,
flying at high speed.
you
know
memo writing. They should be time. It has no moving parts so written authorization must be
THIS World Custard Pie
contestants must be precisely probably loan you money.—
Championship is. tansy the least. 997
obtained from the registrant
.-inches from their target* Barleits Wrather, 209 Maple St., terse and written in cable style it also will need few repairs.
and used "only when needed" The Swiss and Japanese are before disclosure could be made.
one of the most colorful of all pa-s may not measure more than
42071
Murray,
Ky.
.oempetitiess. Dressed in Victor- 10 ',-Inches in diameter; and
into the quartz market in a big He asked if the board could
he said. 4:+++
ian or futuristic costumes, the they must be: held in the flat
iire'can't be bothered with way with watches ranging from deviate from the regulation
•
teams are supplied With thc ing.for-t
of the left
,nl1t;'fO1'tliruwdishonesty, misrepresentation, $575 to $1,200. "I'm not going to because of possible addiction to
same number of pies - (never
Every normal person exdistortion or an executive who say what we'll bring it in for," an hallucinogenic drug by his
mote than three at a time
IOesented here each year as periences a certain amount of
and the identical rules apply to .1 major attraction of the Cox- worry in his lifetime Some of us tries to hog the credit "Any said Lehmkuhl, "that would be son
such action means instant helpful to the competition."
both men and women.
heath Fete On the town's PriWe confirmed that all records
worry more than others. Some
dismissal," said the Times There are reports, howevtir, in a registrant's selective service
The'rulesmust be strictly.ob- mary School Grounds, the pie
inmight
be
statistics
that
served. Points are scored by bmipionstlip is only a part of
that Timex is trying to come file are confidential and could not
boss.
a family affair worth rememberin,g
direct hits squarely on the fate, the festIvities which raise fitrida teresting to look at concerning
Now that Timex dominates out this fall at around $200. If it be disclosed without the written
.and nea r-misse)i. To rgets may for (sinsmunity niii
• worry are 40 per cent of our the low and middle areas of tie does, there will be little joy in
Is a meal at jerry's.lhere ausuAlog
consent of the registrant. We
Admission is niece 14 cepts. worries are things that never
avoid the pies.. but may not
P11,11
41Lillk WIWI!.
WillpieiR di!** r. tArry
Market. Lehmkuhl is amino it Tokyo and Geneva. And Ameri- suggested the father try skein
move more than -'en,step In Milking it possibly,tbe greiited. happen, 30 per cent are about
1n
,,,,t nt1i,e or
pkoic
the top ranee That Involves the can competitors won't exactly through eyeball•toeeyeball
bargain in Fnelsnilli slimmer
any directe.n. Teortis &ARM
things that humped in the past,
quart7 wrist watch, desiraLle dance in the streets.
compete agrinet each other festival si.a.on •
dialogue
with
South
Merle to determine
12th, Murray, Ky.
20 per cent are about little petty
located, also contribute to the tinge local production and processing of packaged Chineee foods, which is not a seasonal,
but a continuous day by day operation.

It's World Custard Pie
Throwing Championship!

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
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by JOAN O'SULLIVAN
WHEN IT COMES to an
ode to the egg, Oliver Herford
said it in four little lines
"No wonder, child.
We prize the Hen,
Whose Egg is mightier
Then the Pen."
As any good cook knows.
the rhyme is virtually true.
for where would we be without the egg' It is a star ingredient in recipes that range
from soups to main dishes to
desserts. In its own right, the
egg solos for breakfast or for
marvelous main dishes.
In this latter category is
the omelet, an absolutely
great choice when you're in
the mood for a menu change.
Light, fluffy and delicious, an
omelet can be flavored and
sauced up in many ways, including the two that follow:
CALIFORNIA SPANISH
OMELETTE
6 eggs, separated
cup water
is teaspoon salt
teaspoon crushed basil
Dash pepper
2 tablespoons butter or
margarine
1 ripe avocado, peeled
and diced (about I cup)
1 medium ripe tomato,
peeled, seeded and diced
about 17 CUI:O
(s cup sliced
pimiento-stuffed olives
1 tablespoon sliced green
onion
Whole pimiento-stuffed
olives
Beat egg whites and water
until soft peaks form. Beat
egg yolks, salt, basil and pepper until thick and light: fold
into egg whites.
Melt 2 tablespoons butter in
1011-inch skillet', tilting pan
to grease sides.
Add egg mixture; cook over
low heat 10 minutes, or until
lightly browned on bottom
(lift edge of omelette with
spatula to Judge color).
Bake in 325°F. oven 10
minutes, or until top of omelette is dry. Score top of omelette through the center at
right angles to handle of skillet. Sprinkle mixture of avo-

For A Main Dish
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is horsing around

Sue Ane'a

tomato, olives and onion
over the half of omelette
away from handle.
Place in broiler 2 to 3 minutes. Run spatula around edge
to loosen; tip skillet handle up
and fold upper half over lower
half of omelette.
Slide onto heated plate and
garnish with whole olives
Note- If skillet does riot
have heat-proof handle, wrap
handle in several layers of
aluminum foil
Serves 4.
WESTERN CRAB OMELET
(7% ounce) can Alaska
King crab or 1 pound
frozen Alaska King
crab
is cup chopped onion
cup chopped green
pepper
2 tablespoons butter
1 (16 ounce( can whole
tomatoes
1 tablespoon lemon juice
teaspoon salt
teaspoon sugar
1 avocado, peeled and
diced
4 Individual Omelets'
Drain canned crab and slice.
Or, defrost, drain and slice
cado

ALASKA KING CRAB meat sparks savory tomato-based
sauce that tu.-ns everyday omelet into something special.

frozen crab
Saute onion and green pepper in butter. Add tomatoes,
lemon juice, salt and sugar.
Simmer, uncovered, 10 min-

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Sue Ann Langdon, who co-mars
as Lillian Nuvo on the new "Arnie" series, is a member of the
horses set -- California style.
That means she lives in the San Fernando valley, owns,
breeds and shows pure Arabian stock and spends most of her
time in blue jeans.
'Nis differs greatly from eastern horsey sets and Sue Anne
wouldn't have it any other way...
Mrs. Jack Emrek in private life, the actress lives on a
-.mall ranch in a four-bedroom contemporary California house
which she has decorated Mexican style. Sue Ane makes a clear
distinction between Mexican decor and Spanish.
Most Spanish furnishings in this part of the world are heavy,
massive and elegant. Mexican furniture is less formal, more
colorful and lighter in texture and style.
The Emrek home is a riot of rich Mexican reds, blues, greens
and yellows. There are mementoes of their travels on the walls
and in nooks and on tables.
Sue Ane is childless but smothers her two dogs, Digger and
Duffey -- a Scotty and West highland terrior, respectively -- with
affection. She also babies the six Arabian horses they keep on
the property, one of which is a champion mare in the show
ring.
Sue Ane, was born in Paterson, N.J. but was raised in
Iowa, West Virginia, Montana, Idaho and Texas.. She still
considers Kingsville, Tex., her home town.
Ordinarily Sue Ane is at 20th Century-Fox studios by

----for-which she it_grateful. It is only a 20 minute drive
a.nt:,
at that hour from her ranch.-girl if she hits the peak traffic an
hour later the trip takes her 60 minutes.
If she works late at night Sue Ane has what she calls a crash
pad at the studio, her dressing room which includes a comfortable bed.
More often, however, she is home by 7 p.m. in time to
fix dinner for her director-writer husband. She is proud of her
trowess in the kitchen, especially exotic dishes from Mongolian
recipes.
I'm a gourmet cook," she says, "and my specialty is beef
fondee."
Because she plays a middle class housewife on the CBS
series, Sue Ane is required to wear a standard wardrobe one
might expect of a rising business executive.
Off-screen she virtually lives in blue jeans, boots (cowboy
style) and cotton shirts.
There is a swimming pool on the property and Sue Ane
takes a dip now and then. She considers it a nuisance for the
most part and would just as soon it weren't there.
An outdoor girt, Sue Ane likes nothing better than to join
Jack in the family camper on a weekend. They attach a horse
trailer and are off for wilderness country.
They,drive until they come to the end of a road, ride horseback and relax away from the tensions and smog of Hollywood.
In bad weedier they often seek out farms to shelter the horses
for the night.
• "We meet a great many nice people that way,"says Sue Ane
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utes. Add crab and avocado
and heat through.
To assemble Individual Omlets; spoon a tablespoon of
King crab sauce in center of
each omelet and roll onto
serving plate. Spoon additional sauce over top of omelet.
Sauce is sufficient for 4 to 5
individual omelets.

- W. MAIN STREET

-MURRAY STORE

INDIVIDUAL OMELETS
For each omelet, beat 2
eggs, 2 teaspoons water and
teaspoon salt
Heat a 6 or 7-inch skillet
with flared NAM Add 1 teaspoon butter. When it sizzles.
pour in egg mixture. Cook
over medium heat, shaking
pan and lifting edges of omelet as egg cooks to allow uncooked portion to run underneath.
When egg is set, fill and top
with crab sauce.

LADIES',

PANTIES

'Fine muslin —
"e100%'cotton-

•First Quality
•Nylon and Acetate

'Full size printed head scarfs in a broad range
of designs

'128 count or
better

NYLON OR COTTON

• Limit Of 2

SLIPS

While They Last
• Values Beginning At $3.98
• Vinyl in many shades

Our regular $2.00

PILLOW CASES
•All Cotton Combed Percale $

f 1
Si -

t.

•Lace trimmed, shadow
panel
•Sizes 32 — 44

S.

Nylon or Cotton

•42 x 36

Half Slips

White

2 for 81.00

MEN'S PERMA .
PRESS SPORT

SHIRTS,

• Well known maker
• Sixes S,M,L and XL

. LADIES'AND GIRLS'

lc IT TOPS

rew-neck Pullovers
'Turtle an
•100% Cotton

PUFFY CALIFORNIA omelet made with diced avocado
tomato and pimiento-stuffed oll-es is delicious light supper

'Ladies
Sizes
S, M, L

Hobby comes to aid
of the bored retiree

*Girls'
Sizes
3 to 6X
7 to 14

WASHINGTON (UPI) - If
you ever see a row of bottles,
all shapes,. hanging on a line
in the son, sitting on a wall
in the sun, or standing on a
table in the sun -- you might
think they're where they are
because eonveofte is planting
target practice.
r
Wrong.
The bottles are in the process of being sun-tinted into
_ lovely shades of lavender, amber, green and purple. The
sun does it over a period of
time, weeks or months. Older
bottles 'take on the lovely
shades faster than younger
ones.
Tinting bottles via the sun
is mire retirement hobby suggesillos4n "Retirement Ilobbv
Guide,' published by the
American Association of H%-tired Persons.
The booklet describes. 1.4
_hobbies_ selected loir apjwal,
to both men and women and
arid for retirees who either er-

main active or confinedto
their homes.
•
Retirees who face confinement and have access to a tape
recorder can broaden their
horizons.the guide suggests, by
exchanging recordings with
"tapespondents" around the
world.
A refunding hobby can be
both interesting and profitable
by taking advantage of manufacturers appeals to try their
products. Many hobbyists do
all their gift buying -via the
box top bonanza, the guide reports.
Other hobbies described in
the bilbklet include shellcraft,
macrame, or decorative knotting, brass rubbing, painting
and drawing. guisaies and pottery making. lin
(The Hobby
available (rye us writing.to the
,11110.11111ilfl .1,sociation of Re •
.ins, Fulfillment
PIT:
.lirril
Dept .
Box 199. Long
Beach. Calif.).

WON
IN THE

No dinner, but...
CUZCO. Peru (FPI) 04:1
iii
Thursdav in this Peruvian usiuntain Villititt*, families
Ma .1 12-course lunch. including soup. rotauses.
and a -cries
J1111 *Mier
of de-,.'rt. It Jle41 i. Ike 1'11,
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LADIES' FLAIR LEG

PANTS
Well known make+
•100% cotton perms press
•Assorted prints and solids

Bath Towels
Slight irregulars

•Sizes

of 69c to 89c

8 to 20

values in florals
and solids.

Limit of 2
while they last

WASH
CLOTHS
50c each
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